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Abstract
A 3-body model of deuteron-nucleus scattering in which the neutron and 
proton of the deuteron interact with the nucleus through their respective 
optical potentials is solved approximately to yield the elastic channel wave- 
function and the projection of the break-up channel wavefunction into the 
region of configuration space where the neutron and proton are inside the 
range of their mutual interaction. The theory is applied to a description 
of the elastic scattering of deuterons from medium mass nuclei in the energy 
region 10-35 MeV.
By comparison with a calculation which does not include break-up contri­
butions explicitly, we show that this correction produces systematic impro­
vements in the fit to experiment. Our results suggest that a more exact 
3-body treatment would not significantly alter our conclusions. An exclusion 
principle correction to the 3-body Hamiltonian is estimated in a nuclear 
matter approximation, and thus shown to correspond roughly to a reduction in 
depth of the deuteron-nucleus optical potential. The result of including 
this correction in our calculation, though distinct from 3-body effects, is 
a further improvement in the agreement with experiment.
An important result of the 3-body treatment is that the elastic wave- 
function does not differ significantly in the nuclear interior from the 
wavefunction generated phenomenologically. These are the functions which 
would normally be used in DWBA stripping calculations. Our model, however, 
predicts the elastic plus break-up wavefunction as appropriate for this pur­
pose, and this function does differ from those above particularly in the 
surface and asymptotic regions.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
There are good reasons for wanting a theoretical understanding of nuclear 
reactions initiated with deuteron projectiles. With the development of 
experimental techniques for accelerating deuteron beams of well defined energy 
the deuteron has become one of the possible probes of nuclear structure.
Each of these probes shows up different aspects of the nucleus, depending on 
the different structure of the projectile. The deuteron, being a large 
loosely bound structure has turned out to be of particular importance through 
(d,p) and (d,n) stripping reactions. For example, the shape of the (d,p)
differential cross-section can often be interpreted to yield the orbital
angular momentum of the transferred neutron, and thus* in turn, the parity 
change in the reaction and restrictions on the spin of the nuclear final 
s tate^. To exploit the accumulating experimental data, however, it is 
necessary to have a theoretical understanding of the processes involved.
The essential many-body complication of the deuteron nucleus system is 
already contained in the nucleon-nucleus scattering problem. The latter has
/rt\ /q /\
been studied at high energies , when the impulse approximation is valid *
in terms of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, and at low energies in terms of
(5)2-body phenomenological optical potentials . Thus fundamental descrip­
tions of deuteron-nucleus scattering in terms of the nucleon-nucleon inter- 
action or t-matrix have been achieved at high energies when the high energy 
approximations are valid. Our aim is to describe deuteron scattering on 
medium mass nuclei at 10-35 MeV in such a way that the many-body complications 
are contained in the nucleon-nucleus optical potentials.
Deuteron-nucleus scattering is also complicated on account of the
deuteron*s internal structure. There are involved spin considerations^,
/o q\
and D-state effects * which are not our main concern. What we do try to
include is the spatial structure of the deuteron in a 3-body model which makes 
direct use of the nucleon-nucleus optical potentials. We treat the nucleus 
as a structureless target and allow the neutron and proton to interact with it 
through their respective optical potentials. It should be stressed that this 
is not a simple 3-body model as the imaginary parts of these optical potentials 
imply the existence of other channels. This model includes explicitly the 
break-up and distortion of the deuteron in the nuclear field, and implicitly 
those aspects of the nucleus which enter through the nucleon optical potentials. 
There are many body corrections to the model, which may be important, involving 
nuclear correlations and exclusion principle effects
Our main concern has been with the break-up corrections. Nevertheless 
the importance of the many-body corrections has been considered in some detail. 
In particular a nuclear matter estimate of the exclusion principle effect has 
been included in the 3-body model calculation.
(11)Several authors, other than those concerned with Coulomb break-up ,
have treated a 3-body model of a deuteron incident on a structureless nucleus.
(12) (13 14 15)
They have either aimed at an exact Faddeev type of treatment 9 9 for
various rather restricted models, or they have attempted to solve the problem
(16 17 18)
approximately with a realistic model * • . The second approach is
closer to our own treatment. Our philosophy has been to avoid the formidable
numerical difficulties of the Faddeev equations, but to learn from them how to
make valid approximations: our solution of the 3-body model is based on an
adiabatic type of approximation not on perturbation theory. A preliminary
(19)version of this method has been presented by Johnson .
Within the framework of the model our basic approximation is the assump­
tion that during the scattering event only states of relative motion of the 
neutron and proton having negligibleenergy compared to the initial deuteron 
energy play an important role. Using effective range theory ideas, it is
then possible to reduce the calculation with the model to a coupled two channel 
problem. The two channel wavefunctions describe elastic deuteron scattering, 
and the projection of the break-up channel wavef unction into the region of con­
figuration space where the neutron and proton are within the range of their 
mutual interaction. Although the coupled equations can be combined to yield 
an effective deuteron optical potential, this does not have a simple form, and 
therefore cannot be compared directly with other potentials. Our emphasis 
will, therefore, be on the elastic scattering generated by these equations.
When the coupling to the break-up component is set equal to zero we
obtain the scattering from the folded potential studied by Watanabe^^.
This is the potential generated by averaging the sum of the nucleon optical
(21 22)potentials over the deuteron internal wavef unction 9 . Since this poten­
tial does not include break-up contributions explicitly, we can, by comparison, 
assess the contribution of these effects to the elastic scattering. One of 
our main objectives will be to establish the validity of the approximations 
made in deriving the coupled equations, and of those made in calculating the 
exclusion principle effect. We shall do this by examining the changes in 
the elastic scattering from the folded potential while at the same time making 
a comparison with the experimental data.
Up to now we have ignored the fact that a very good description of
deuteron-elastic scattering in this energy region can be obtained with a simple,
(23)
local phenomenological optical potential . We should also mention that
(24)
the semi-phenomenological diffraction models and the phenomenological
(25)
strong absorption model can also describe the general features of deuteron- 
elastic scattering. The former replaces the potential model by boundary con­
ditions in the nuclear ’surface*, while the latter parametrizes the scattering 
matrix elements. An important reason for considering more fundamental models 
than these is to generate realistic wavefunctions for use in inelastic calcu- 
lations. For example, in DWBA stripping calculations it is usual to
use the functions generated by the deuteron phenomenological potential.
These can only be relied on in the asymtotic region. Inside the nucleus,
(27)a region to which the stripping cross-section may be sensitive , they 
are not well determined because of ambiguities in the deuteron optical pot­
ential » This should be contrasted with the reliance of our 3-body model
on nucleon optical potentials which are in principle extensions to the con-
(28)
tinuurn of shell model potentials • In fact our model predicts the sum 
of elastic plus break-up components as the appropriate function to be used 
in the stripping matrix element. This wavef unction will be different from 
the wavefunctions generated phenomenologically even in the asymtotic region. 
In short, the comparison of our wavefunctions with those generated phenomen- 
ologically will be of interest.
That our wavefunctions are realistic presupposes that our model gives 
a good description of elastic scattering. For this reason, and perhaps 
more importantly for its own sake, our main purpose is to give a description 
of the elastic scattering at a more fundamental level than the deuteron 
phenomenological potential. As inelastic calculations involve further 
important approximations, it would be most satisfactory to justify the 
model from the elastic point of view, and to use it for inelastic calcula­
tions. Added to this, there is a great deal of accurate elastic 
scattering data with which to test the model.
1.1 Some Experimental Information
The existing elastic scattering data covers a wide range of nuclei in 
the energy region 5-50 MeV. We shall not be concerned with higher energy 
experiments. Broadly, the elastic scattering angular distributions show a 
diffraction structure typical of strongly absorbed projectiles. Reaction 
cross-sections have also been measured, but with rather large errors. The 
following general effects have influenced our choice of data.
For a given energy, the diffraction pattern becomes less marked with 
increasing mass number (A) • This is a Coulomb effect, which reduces the 
sensitivity of the scattering to the details of the nuclear interaction.
On the other hand the scattering from light nuclei has the disadvantage,
(29)
from our point of view, of being more sehsitive to the spin-orbit coupling
which we do not take into account very accurately. With increasing energy
(23)
the spm-orbit coupling is also important , and for very low energies 
Coulomb scattering becomes dominant. These factors have led us to concen­
trate on the region A « 40-60, *= 10-35 MeV.
Some anomalies of deuteron elastic scattering angular distributions, as 
reviewed by H o d g s o n w i l l  interest us. It has been noticed that dif­
fraction maxima in the middle of the pattern disappear as the incident 
deuteron energy is decreased for a given target nucleus. This phenomenon 
occurs in our energy range; From simple diffraction theory it is expected 
that the maxima will disappear at 180°. Another anomaly is found when, for 
a given energy, the diffraction oscillations reappear for special nuclei
after they have been damped out by the usual large A Coulomb effect. This
(31)has been interpreted by Forest as a magic number effect. Although we
/op\
avoid this mass region, we do consider Ca1*0, an untypical nucleus , 
which could be affected in this way.
We now consider some measurements of deuteron break-up cross-sections
(33)which are relevant to our theoretical development. Udo has used a 
coincidence method to detect both emergent particles and at the same time 
to measure the proton energy. His experiments were done on An and Cu at 
26 and 23 MeV. The Au results are largely irrelevant to us as they come 
mainly from Coulomb break-up. He shows that no important energy transfer 
to the nucleus takes place during the break-up event, that the coincident 
neutron and proton each have energy spectra peaked around half the energy 
of the incident deuteron, and that the coincident pairs come out predomin­
antly with low angular separation. There seemed to be some doubt, however,
as to whether the process being observed was Coulomb or nuclear break-up,
(34)
Subsequent measurements by May et al , who considers Cu and a light
nucleus, C, at 8-15 MeV, seem to have clarified this point. Their results
agree with Udo, but by studying heavy and light nuclei at a range of
energies, they find that Coulomb break-up is characterised by both particles
emerging on the same side of the incident beam, and nuclear break-up by
them emerging on opposite sides. In this way, they find that there is a
considerable contribution from nuclear break-up on Cu at 12 MeV, They also
1/
reason that the nuclear break-up occurs at a radius of (2-3) x A ^ ,  and 
Coulomb break-up even further out. In the solution of the 3-body model, 
we make use of these results to assume that nuclear break-up is the 
dominant process and that it oceuris predominantly into neutron-proton 
states of low relative energy.
1*2 Plan of Thesis
For the purposes of reference, we here describe the main stages in 
the development of the thesis.
Chapter 2: We derive the formal relation of the full many-body deuteron-
nucleus system to (A) the 3-body model approximation, and to (B) the folded 
potential approximation. We follow this by a discussion of the many-body 
corrections to the folded potential which are neglected in the 3-body model. 
These arise from (a) multiple scattering terms which we show are mainly 
dependent on the nuclear correlation function, (b) uncertainties in the 
energies used to specify the nucleon optical potentials, and (c) exchange
• |VV
terms resulting from the antisymetnzation of the incident deuteron with
/
the target nucleus.
Chapter 3: We calculate the correction to the folded potential resulting
from (c) above. The method starts from the full many-body Hamiltonians
full account is taken of the Pauli exclusion principle, and the nucleus is
treated in a nuclear matter approximation. The calculation of the folded
potential from non-local nucleon potentials, and the folding of spin-orbit
potentials, is described. The scattering generated by the various
potentials is compared for Ca1*0 (d,d)Calf0 and Ni(d,d)Ni at E^ , z 21,5 MeV,
The inclusion of the calculated "Pauli" correction is found to produce a
significant improvement in the fit to experiment for Hi, corresponding
(35)roughly to the phenomenological result found by Perey and Satchler •
These results are discussed.
Chapter 4: We describe the derivation of the coupled equations from the 3-body
model using an adiabatic approximation* An explicit form for the set of 
neutron-proton states entering this derivation is given in appendix 2, The 
freedom of choice in the coupling potential and the relation to stripping 
calculations is discussed.
Chapter 5: The numerical solution of the coupled equations and some
notation are briefly described. Calculations on Ni(d,d)Ni, * 21.6 MeV
show that the coupling potential can be specified by one parameter: a
typical break-up energy. Comparison with experiment leads to a choice
of this energy which is consistent with the adiabatic approximation.
Together the Pauli correction and the coupling to break-up are found to
give a reasonable description of the elastic scattering. The partial
wave amplitudes generated by the coupled equations differ very little
inside the nucleus from those generated phenomenologically. The sum of
elastic plus break-up components does differ, however, in the surface
region. The calculation is applied to Fe(d,d)Fe, = 12-35 MeV and
similar results are found. The results are discussed and compared with
(17)Rawitscher’s calculationv .
CHAPTER 2
Many-Body Theory
The full Schrttdinger equation for the system deuteron and target 
nucleus may be converted into an equivalent 3-body SchrOdinger equation 
containing effective interactions, whose solution is the projection of
/A/
the full scattering wavefunction onto the target groundstate 9 .
The resulting equation describes a neutron and a proton interacting with 
each other via the nucleon-nucleon interaction and with the target through 
an effective 2-nucleon-nucleus interaction. The complexity of the many- 
body problem is thus contained in this effective interaction, which in 
the 3-body model (see introduction) is replaced by the sum of the nucleon 
optical potentials. In the first part of this chapter we derive these 
formal relations, and in the second discuss the 3-body model approximation.
2.1 Reduction of the Many-body Equation to a Few-body Equation
We assume that the neutron and proton of the incident deuteron are 
distinguishable from their counterparts in the nucleus, and we refer to 
them by the labels n and p. The target nucleus is taken to contain A 
nucleons: Z protons and N neutrons. The full A+2-body Hamiltonian is
written
H = H„ + T + T + T + V + V + V (1)
i L. n p np n p
= H + V + V = H + V 
o n p o
where H^ is the target internal Hamiltonian and T^ , its centre of mass kin­
etic energy operator, Tn (p) is the n(p) kinetic energy operator, vn (p) is
the n(p)-nucleus interaction, and V is the n-p interaction. For conve-np r
nience we define at this point a system of space co-ordinates for the sys­
tem, This is represented in figure 1. The target nucleons have
-16-
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co-ordinate vectors £  ... jjj,^ with respect to the centre of mass of the
target, C, The n,p co-ordinates r and r are related to the relativen. —p
co-ordinates, R and i: by
r * R - Jr + C, r * R + |r + C (2)
—n —  —  —  — p —  —  —
Following from these relations, we define the kinetic energy operators 
of relative motion and which satisfy
T + T  = T + T + T_ (3)
R r n p C
We assume that the centre of mass of the whole system, 0, is at rest, and 
omit the corresponding kinetic energy operator. In some later notation 
T^ , has also been omitted, but the resulting expressions may always be 
replaced by the correct LHS of (3). Finally, we define the n-p internal 
Hamiltonian
H = T + V (4)
np r np
The full Schrbdinger equation is written
(E - H ) / +) * 0 (5)
(+> . .
where ip satisfies the boundary conditions appropriate to a deuteron
incident on the target in its ground state. This is most concisely
( 3 8 )
expressed in the integral form
i/.(+) - lim -  _ - |n <j> K > (6)
e-H-o °  0
where we have defined the initial state: the target ground state, p , is
a
a member of the complete set of states satisfying
(Ea, - HT)na, - 0 (7)
the deuteron state, <J>q, belongs to the complete set of n-p relative 
motion states satisfying
> A - V * X  " 0 (8)
and is the asymtotic, centre of mass momentum of the incident deuteron. 
Clearly (7) and (8) require additional boundary conditions, but here we 
only need that the sets be complete.
/q£\
We now use techniques introduced by Feshbach to project the 
A + 2-body equation, (5), onto the groundstate of the target. We arrive 
at the 3-body equation
(E - t - T - V - V ) / +) « 0 (9)
n p np o a
where
*a+) = (10)cl a.
and we have taken the target groundstate energy as zero. Throughout this 
work we use the bra-ket notation to indicate integration over internal 
variables. Vq is the effective 2-nucleon nucleus interaction given by
v (E) = <n |b (e )|n > (11)o a a
U(E) = V + ^  — - L  . QV (12)
O
where Q projects off the ground state of the target, and is defined in
terms of the complete set {n *}»
a
P = I V <nal 5 Q - 1 - P (13)
U satisfies the integral equation
U « V + V ^  U (14)
where
e « E - H + ie . 
o (15)
As in (14), we shall omit the energy dependence of these operators, except 
when we wish to draw special attention to it.
Since our main objective is to describe deuteron elastic scattering, 
we use the Feshbach method again to project (9) onto the deuteron channel. 
This gives the 2-body equation
<E - eo - TR - V*o+) ■- 0 (16)
whose solution is the deuteron elastic channel wavefunction
*<+> = <* |,p(+>> = <* n |4,<+>> (17)
o ro' a Yo a 1
Thus is, by definition, the deuteron optical potential. Within the 
framework of the Hamiltonian, (l), it is given exactly by the expression
V, »  < 6  |V Id> > +  <d> |v  - -------= ---------= ------ qV U  >
d vo' o' o o' o E - T - T - V - qV + ie 4 o l o
n p np o
(18)
where q projects off the deuteron state and is defined in terms of the 
complete set
P * I v ^ o l  * 9 ” 1 " P <19>
So (18) is the formal answer to the elastic scattering problem.
It is, however, rather complicated: the operator, Vq, involves a know­
ledge of the set of target states {nat}» aad even if it were known we 
would still have a 3-body problem. In general, the difficulty associated 
with Vq would be much the greater were it not for the possibility of using 
approximation methods developed for dealing with the many-body problem.
It is clear that the elastic scattering of a deuteron is related to 
the independent elastic scattering of a neutron and a proton from the 
nucleus. Thus we expect the operator, Vq , to be related to the sum of the 
corresponding nucleon optical potential operators, and V . Below we
describe in more detail this relationship. Although the deuteron case
involves extra many-body terms, the essential complication of the many-
body problem is already contained in the nucleon-nucleus scattering system.
The description of this system in terms of nucleon-nucleon interactions has
been achieved for a wide range of incident energies. Broadly, the problem
is manageable for very low energies (£ 5 MeV) when the target nucleons are
moving much faster than the incident nucleon, which consequently "sees a
smeared out nucleus”, and for energies (£ 300 MeV) when the impulse approx-
(2)imation is valid, Kerman, McManus and Thaler have calculated some general
features of the nucleon optical potential around 300 MeV. Modifications
(39 40)of their method have been extended down to 100-200 MeV * and very
(41)recently to 40 MeV , It will be noticed that the nucleon energies in
I
which we are interested (E/2 * 5-20 MeV) lie in the intermediate region 
where neither of the above approximations is valid. Although we do not 
have a theory based on 2-nucleon forces, we do have a very complete phen­
omenological description of nucleon-nucleus scattering in this energy 
region^. The phenomenological optical potential model is not a com­
pletely free parametrization since it must conform to shell model ideas 
and to other physical arguments. A discussion of the model can be found 
in Hodgson*s b o o k ^ ^  . Our aim will be to describe deuteron-nucleus 
scattering in terms of nucleon phenomenological potentials.
Our basic model will be the natural identification
V + V + V (20)
o n p
Here V^ and V^ represent the generalized nucleon optical potential oper­
ators, but in practice we shall replace these by phenomenological poten­
tials. This leads, as may be seen in (18), to the complete disappearance 
of the many-body aspects of the problem - except insofar as they are 
implicit in the parameters of V^ and V^. The first term in (18) is then 
the folded potential referred to in the introduction
V - «|> |v + V U  > (21)oo o n p o
With the replacement (20), the second term in (18) represents the correc­
tions to Vqq coming from deuteron distortion and break-up taking place with 
the target in its ground state* In Chapter 4, we discuss these correc­
tions in detail, although our starting point will be the 3-body equation 
corresponding to (9)
( E - T - T - V  - V - V )i|;(+) = .0 (22)
n p n p n p ro
We refer to this equation as describing the 3-body model. In the follow­
ing sections of this chapter we are concerned with the effect of approxi­
mation (20) in the first term of (18), i.e. as a correction to V • Our
oo
remarks will be rather sketchy, because, as remarked above, the energy 
region under consideration is difficult to describe. Our hope is that the 
corrections to are dominated either by the 3-body effects described by 
(22) or by the many-body effects neglected in replacement (20)•
2.2 Many-body Corrections
We express Vq in a form which brings out its relation to the nucleon
(43)optical potentials. To this end we make a multiple scattering expansion 
of U. From (1)
V = I  va a » n,p (23)
a
where henceforth we use the labels a,8 to run over n,p. We define 
auxiliary operators
U «= v + v U (24)
a a a e a
U* = v + v U
a a a e (25)
and then from (12) and (13) the multiple scattering equations follow
u = I o' (26)a  
a
U' <= U + I  U S  u' (27)
° t b  “ e P
The point of this re-ordering of the U-series is that the are closely 
related to the nucleon optical potentials. In fact, for nucleon scatter­
ing from the same nucleus at the same energy, we have
VE) ■ <*J5a0!)IV (28)
D_(E) « v_ + v_ U„(E) (29)
where
a a a e a
a
e = E - H - T + ie (30)
a T a
These equations follow just as in the deuteron case. is the general­
ized nucleon optical potential operator, and operates only on the co-ordin­
ate of nucleon a.
We now see that we can arrive at the 3-body model, (22), from the 
exact 3-body equation, (9), in two steps. Firstly, we neglect the second, 
or multiple scattering term, in (27). All processes in this term involve 
both neutron and proton interacting with the target in an excited state, 
and without the target having returned to its ground state between the 
interactions. Secondly, we identify, in some way, with U^. If we 
eventually take Va (E) as the phenomenological nucleon optical potential, 
which is another important approximation, this second step amounts 
essentially to deciding what nucleon energy should be used to specify the 
potential.
2*2.1 The Multiple Scattering Terms
We try to justify neglecting the second term in (27). In general, we 
take the view that the best way of finding out whether these terms are 
important is to consider the much simpler 3-body model, and see to what 
extent this gives a satisfactory description of the experimental data.
The aim of the following discussion is to outline to what physical pro­
cesses these terms correspond, and to suggest reasons why they might be 
unimportant.
To be specific we consider IT, (27). Following Watson^^*^^ we make 
a multiple scattering expansion of this operator in terms of the target 
nucleons. We assume that the v q are the sum of 2-nucleon potentials
A
v„ “ I v(o,i) (31)
a i=l
where in future we shall use labels i,j to run over target nucleons. 
Analogously to (24) and (25) we define auxiliary scattering operators,
t(a,i) = v(a,i) + v(a,i) &  t(a,i) (32)
t*(a,i) m v(a,i) + v(a,i) ^  (33)
which with (24) and (31) leads to the multiple scattering equations
o, - I t'(o,i) (34)
i
t'(a,i) = t(a,i) + J t(a,i) -2 t'(a,j) (35)
Substituting (34) and (35) in (27), we find
u' “ I t(n,i) + I t(n,i) & t'(n,j)
n i i,j*i e
+ { I  t(n,i) + I  t(n,i) ^  t'(n,j)}|{£ t(p,i)
• • ♦ / • V w •
1 l>Jrl l
+ I  t(p,i) S  t*(p,J)} + ... (36)
• •  _j_ • c#
In this series, reordered in terms of t-matrices, it seems reasonable to 
compare terms of the same order in "t”. The reason being that, for an 
order of magnitude argument, we can roughly replace the t-operators, (32), 
by 2-body scattering operators*
The lowest order terms neglected in the approximation -*■ are the
double scattering terms (of order t2) involving the scattering of the
neutron and the proton* We compare these with the double scattering terms
which are included in U . We confine our attention to the matrix ele-
n
ments of these operators as they would appear in V , (21), Thus, in the
momentum representation, we are interested in the quantities
<K |TC |K*> == I  <K <J> n | t(n,i)— t(n,j) In <f> K f> (37)
— o' nn‘— o . h , .  — o o a' e 1 a o-o
<K It |k’> = I <K * n |t(n,i)2t(p,j)|n If K*> (38)
— o' np1— o .**. — o o a' ’ e a o-o
of which (37) is included and (38) neglected* The first significant dif­
ference between these quantities is that there is no restriction on the 
sum in (38) • Making use of (37), we may write it in the form
<K |T |K*> «= <K |TC |k *> + <K |l^ |Kf> (39)
— o' np'— o —o' np1— o — o' np1— o
where
<K |T** |K*> = I  <K <f> n |t(n,i)-2t(p,i)|n <j> K*> (40)
—o' np‘— o v — o o a 1 * e 1 a o-o
c c
The structure of <T > and <T > is very similar to what is found in the
nn np J
multiple scattering expansion of the nucleon optical p o t e n t i a l • If 
there are no nuclear correlations in the target nucleus they vanish.
This is a direct consequence of the structure of the multiple scattering 
series: if the nucleus is assumed to be represented by single particle
states, the restrictuin i£j implies that the operator in (37) cannot con­
nect ground states* We find in addition, however, the term <T^ > which
is independent of nuclear correlations. Physically it corresponds to 
processes in which the neutron and proton interact with the same target 
nucleon-termed by R e a d i n g t h e  internal shad^ow effect.
In appendix 1 we reduce (37) and (38) to expressions involving the 
nuclear distribution and correlation functions. In doing this we assume 
that the multiple scattering processes are quasi-elastic^^, and there­
fore that we may neglect the excitation energies of both the target 
nucleus and the n-p system in intermediate states. Here we give an
intuitive argument, based on this approximation, for the relative
• c
unimportance of <Tnp> as compared to <Tnn>, The argument rests on the
fact that the average separation of the neutron and proton in the deuteron
(R^) is much greater than the characteristic nuclear correlation range
(Rc) • The double scattering terms (37) and (38) are restricted to having
both interactions in the same region of the nucleus, either by the nuclear
correlation fange (R^) or by the condition that both scatterings involve
the same target nucleon. Therefore if the mean free path of the incident
• • c
nucleons inside the nucleus (X ) satisfies X < R , we expect <T > to be
m m c* r nn
important. But in this situation the processes contributing to <Tnp> 
are improbable, as they correspond to nucleon free paths of order R^
( »  A ). If X^ £ R£ we may still get a significant contribution from 
double scattering, but even in this case there will be a geometrical, or 
shadjfow, effect reducing the importance of since the deuteron
vector (r) must be roughly aligned with its centre of mass momentum.
These arguments do not apply for higher order multiple scattering pro­
cesses, but we hope that these become progressively less important.
(47)Finally, we note that Austem and Richards have arrived at the
same conclusion about these terms, though by a somewhat different route 
involving explicit energy averaging. On the other hand, Mukherjee^*^, 
considering very similar terms to those above, at similar deuteron
incident energy, takes them to be of the same order of magnitude, and hence
(45)finds a large resulting correction to vOQ* Reading has found the correla* 
c c
tion terms <T > and <T > to be of the same order of magnitude at high 
nn np ° °
energy (650 MeV deuterons).
2,2.2 Relation to Nucleon Optical Potentials
We assume now that we can neglect the second tern in (27), and thus 
from (26) and (11) we have
V (E) ; <n |u (E) + u (E)|n > (41)
o a n p 1 a
The expansions of U^(E), (24)(15), and IJ^(E), (29), are the same, except
for the different propagators e and e^. The former contains the total
energy of the n~p system, T^ + + V , whereas the latter only the
kinetic energy of the scattered neutron, T . As a result in U (E) the
° n n
neutron and proton can scatter off the energy shell by roughly half the
binding energy of the deuteron. In the matrix element, V , it would
oo
seem reasonable to replace U^(E) by for an energy given by some expec­
tation value of E - T - “ averaged over the deuteron state, this
leads to Un (E/2). We shall assume that in the 3-body equation, (9), we 
may write
Vo<E) * Vn (E/2) + V (E/2) (42)
and thus arrive at the 3-body model (22)•
It seems reasonable that the above procedure should be all right for 
Re V (E), because this is dominated by the purely real first term in (12), 
which does not depend on the energy, but Austera and Richards have 
given arguments to show that the uncertainty in the energy of the neutron 
and proton should be treated more carefully for Im Vq (E). They arrive at 
the expression
(•+)
where A (E ) projects out that part of the 3-body wavefunction, ip , with 
p p a
(+)proton energy E • Approximation (42) corresponds to assuming that ip 
p a
is dominated by the components with » E/2, but it should be
noticed that if Im did not depend on energy we would also arrive at
(42). This brings us to the question of replacing Vn and by phenomen­
ological ly determined potentials.
(49)Recent analyses of nucleon-nucleus scattering favour a small 
energy dependence for Re and no energy dependence for Im V^. Suppor­
ting this Perey and Buck’s p h e n o m e n o l o g i c a l  analysis of neutron- 
nucleus scattering in the range 1-25 MeV showed that the data could be
described in terms of a non-local, energy independent potential. Theore-
(51 52)
tical calculations by Brueckner et al * predict a non-local surface 
absorption nucleon-nucleus optical potential, and go some way in justify­
ing these phenomenological results. Recently, however, Slanina and 
McManus haVe calculated the real part of the proton-nucleus optical 
potential at 40 MeV from nucleon-nucleon scattering data and nuclear den­
sity information, and found it to be only slightly non-local. From other 
calculations, the imaginary part of the optical potential is expected to
increase with energy as nucleon-nucleon scattering becomes less inhibited
(53)by the Pauli principle . Thus it seems that the real part of the 
phenomenological optical potential is to some extent justified, but it is 
quite possible that a more strongly energy dependent imaginary part could 
be found which gives an equally good fit to the data. If so (43) might 
produce important results when used with phenomenological nucleon potentials.
Our approach has been to use (42) in the hope that the energy selected 
is not critical. In this connection we remark that one normally intro­
duces explicit energy averaging to obtain the phenomenological potential 
from its generalized version , and thus the forced energy averaging in
the 3-body system should be no disadvantage. In Chapter 3 we calculate 
Vqq from non-local, energy independent potentials, and find that this leads 
to the same result as taking energy dependent potentials selected for the 
energy E/2. This is some evidence in favour of (42), but it comes purely 
from non-locality considerations.
2.3 Exclusion Principle Correction
There is a further correction to V which arises from the indistin-
oo
guishability of the nucleons in the incident deuteron from those in the
target. Because of the exclusion principle the target occupied states
are not available to the incident nucleons. This results in a
'’weakening1' of the V interaction where the target and projectile wave-
functions overlap. The net effect of this is to contribute to the
scattering, and thus to correspond to a change in the deuteron optical
potential. In the following chapter we estimate the correction to Vqo
and examine its effect on the elastic scattering* Here we indicate why
this correction depends on the V interaction.
np
(+)Suppose ^  (n,p) is the solution of the 3-body equation (22) corres-
ponding to an incident deuteron momentum, K, The unsymetrized elastic 
scattering T-matrix is then
<K* | T | K> = <K'(n,p)4 (n,p)n (1 ••• A)|V (n) + V  (p) (n,p)
u a ii p is.
na(l ... A)> (44)
where we indicate in brackets in which space the operators and the vectors 
are defined. The sycjptrized T-matrix is calculated from (44) by intro-
|V \
ducmg the antisymetnzation operator 
A
Z A
SA = (1 " I  V (1 ‘ I  pnl) (45)A i=l pl i-Z+1 nl
where P ^ and exchange the proton and the neutron with the i 
target nucleon - of these the protons are labelled 1 ... Z and the
[Vv t
neutrons Z + 1 ... A, The symetrized T-matrix is
A
<K'|T |K> « <K'(n,p)* (n,p)n (1 ... A)|(V (n) + V (p))S |mmm o •*** o a n p a
^ +^(n,p)na(l ... A)> (46)
We now examine this expression in a simple model.
n (1 ... A) is approximated by an independent particle model ground 
a
state - a Slater determinant of single particle states, U (i), such that
A
states up to the Fermi level, e^ ,, are occupied and all others unoccupied. 
To be specific we take the U (i) as Hartree-Fock (H-F) states, and it is 
then reasonable to approximate the 1-body optical potentials, and V^, 
by the H-F potential which generates these states. With these assump­
tions we can write (46) in the form
<K* |Tg IK> * <K'|T|K>
“ I (n>p)<J> (n,p) |v (n) + V (p)|U (n)>
^ w n p a
<ux(l)|^+)(n,l)>
“ I <K'(n,p)<|> (n,p) |v (n) + V (p)|U (p)>
^ U H p A
<Ux(A)|^+)(A,n)>
+ I  <K'(n,pU (n,p)|v(n) + V(p)|U. (n)D.,(p)>
^ o n p A A
<u a (1)u x ,(a )|^+)(a ,1)>
(+)where m  these sums X,Xf are restricted by e ,e.,<e . In general ih;
A A F K
may be expanded in terms of the U
A
(47)
where the sum is unrestricted. For the case of a non-interacting neutron 
and proton incident on the target, (48) would reduce to a product of H-F 
scattering states, i ''aShthus 'there would be no contribution
from the exchange terms in (47). In the presence of V , however, (48) 
will contain components with e^,e^,<ep, and thus there will be a correction
i'Vv
to the unsymetrized T-matrix.
Thus even in this lowest order approximation, when the target ground
state is approximated by the H-F ground state and the 1-body optical poten-
yw
tials by H-F potentials, there is a correction due to antisymetrization.
Our treatment in the next chapter leads to an estimate of the correction in
this order of apporximation, but instead of starting from the unsynletrized
A
model, (22), we start from the full Hamiltonian,
CHAPTER 3
Elastic Scattering from the Folded Potential
3,1 The Folded Potential
As described in Chapter 2, the folded potential, (2.21), is a nat­
ural lowest order approximation to the deuteron optical potential, and in 
contrast to higher order approximations, it can be calculated reliably and
its properties are known. The original studies by Watanabe^^ have been
(21)
supplemented by RookTs comparitive study of folded potentials for
a-particles, tritons and deuterons. Further studies by Corffou and 
(22) .
Goldfarb have investigated the deuteron folded potential analytically
and determined the possible variations resulting from different nucleon
parameters. The effect of including spin-orbit nucleon potentials
(54)together with the deuteron D-state has been examined by Raynal and a 
phenomenological application of the folded potential with a view to esti­
mating the magnitude of higher order corrections has been considered by
(35)Perey and Satchler .
The complicated spin-effects connected with the deuteron D-state will 
not here concern us, since we assume throughout that the deuteron wave- 
function, <J>q, is pure S-state, Where explicit calculations are described, 
we have used the Hulth£n form for this wavefunction, as described in 
appendix 2. In section 3.3.1 we state how we have included nucleon spin- 
orbit potentials, but until then we consider only the central part of V • 
In the definition (2.21) Vqq contains the Coulomb potential. On noting 
that in the approximation of an S-state deuteron
IA /
we see that the Coulomb potential in can be considered as acting on
J “  0 i i - y
the centre of mass of the deuteron rather than on the proton. Some com­
ment is given on the polarizing effects of Vc in higher orders in Chapter 
4, From now on we treat the Coulomb potential separately and the 
notation represents the folded nucleon optical potentials.
In configuration space, we have for central nucleon potentials, 
dr *0 (r)2{Vn (|E - f|) + v ( R - ||)} (2)V (R) =oo
When nucleon optical potentials of the usual Wood-Saxon form are used, the
main features of V (R) are as follows, V (R) has a slightly smaller 
oo oo ° J
depth than (V^CR) + V^(R)), much the same radius, and a considerably
larger diffuseness. If the nucleon potentials have surface absorption
terms, Im V^CR) differs considerably from the Wood-Saxon form for small R.
Re V^o(R), however, can be closely approximated by a Wood-Saxon form factor.
Compating Vq q (R) with the deuteron optical potential found phenomenologi-
(23)cally (Vpg(R)) - for example the analysis of Perey and Perey (set b),
we find that Re V (R) is in rough agreement with Re V„.(R), On the 
oo PH
other hand, we find that Im Vo q (R) differs considerably from Im Vpg(R) in 
having a much smaller magnitude, peaking at a smaller radius and being 
somewhat more diffuse.
These studies of voo(*0 have suggested various possibilities about
the higher order corrections. Firstly, the discrepancy between Im Vq o (R)
and Im Vpg(R) suggests that absorption due to break-up, which is neglected
in Vq o (R) and is expected to occur at a large radius, may be important.
(35)Secondly, the analysis of Perey and Satchler showed that if one
demanded that the real form factor of V_„(R) was the same as that predicted
PH.
by Vq o (R), but varied the rest of its parameters, a fit to the data could 
only be obtained with a real well depth differing by 10-20% from that pre­
dicted by V (R). This indicates that the higher order corrections to 
oo
V (R) should contribute a correction of this order to Re V (R). but it 
oo oo
does not reveal whether this correction will be repulsive or attractive.
An important ambiguity in the deuteron optical potential found phenomen­
ological ly is the existence of several real well depths which give equally
/EC 00\
good fits to the data * • Comparison with Vqq suggests that the
"physical" depth be chosen from two of these. Thus an explicit estimate 
of the higher order corrections may determine a unique depth.
In this chapter an estimate of the correction to Re V0Q(&) arising 
from the exclusion principle as described in 2.3 is followed by discussion 
of the calculation of Vqq itself. Specifically, we consider the folding 
of non-local nucleon potentials, which is linked with the problem of 
choosing the appropriate nucleon incident energies to specify the nucleon 
optical potentials in the 3-body model (see 2.2.2), and the inclusion of 
nucleon spin-orbit potentials. We then show the results of calculations 
of the elastic scattering from the various forms of Vqq for some particular 
reactions, and examine the effect on the scattering of including the anti- 
symetrization correction. These curves also serve as a basis for comr 
parison with the break-up effects considered in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.2 Theory of the Exclusion Principle Correction
There are difficulties, even for nucleon-nucleus scattering, in 
writing down a formal expression for the nucleon-nucleus optical potential 
when the exclusion principle is completely taken into account. However, 
the problem has been solved under two restrictions: the target recoil
/C£\
energy is neglected and its ground state is assumed to be non-degenerate i
The method used is to derive the effective interaction in terms of a
(57)Goldstone linked cluster expansion - the whole formalism being
expressed in 2nd quantization ensures that the exclusion principle is
correctly allowed for. The same procedure has been adopted by Junkin 
(58 59}
and Villars 9 to derive an "exact" expression for the 2-nucleon
nucleus effective interaction (the same restrictions as above). We 
follow Junkin and Villars1 method, but we shall not become deeply involved 
in their formalism as we assume a simple model corresponding to the low­
est order approximation described in 2,3,
We write the integral equation (2,6), describing the solution of the 
complete A+2 nucleon scattering problem, in the form
(E + ie - = ieln <f> K > (3)* a o o
and we now suppose that the state vectors in (3) are defined in the 
occupation number space of 2nd quantization^^. The Hamiltonian in 
this formalism is
H = I  8 a+a + 1  I  VA , a V e . a  - I VH a+a (4)
V M P W 4 tivnA UVnA U V X 11 yv v v M V
where are the energies of the single particle states, U , which 
diagonalize the Hamiltonian,
h * T + VH (5)
Thus
h2
V* U (x) +
2m x y dXf V^(x,X*) U <Xf) ® ^
where we use the symbol x to represent space, spin and i-spin, and m is 
the nucleon mass. Matrix elements of the 2-nucleon interaction, v have 
been written in antisymetrized form
VyvnX " <yv|v|nA> - <yv|v|Xn> (7)
and similarly,
Vyv = <w|vH|v> (8)
JJ
We suppose that V is the self-consistent Hartree-Fock (H-F) potential for 
A nucleons. The H-F ground state, |Aq>, is then a reasonable approxi­
mation to the true ground state |rj > of the target. The state |a  >
a o
is defined to have all single particle states up to the Fermi level (s„)
r
filled and all others empty. We write this
|Aq> » (ir a£)|0> (9)
heA
o
We may r e w r i t e  the Hamiltonian (4) in particle-hole representation;
that is the operators are reordered with respect to the H-F ground state
IA >* We use the convention 
1 o
p,q i  Aq particle states
h e A  hole states 
o
pvnX unrestricted.
In p-h representation H becomes
H » E a + K  + K . + V  + V . + V  (10)
A p n p p h n
where
kp = I W p  * ^  = " I w i
E. = I  e, , V - A I  vA a+a+a a
o h h P 4 P jP^PjP,, P 1P2P 3P4 P 1P2P 3P 4
(11)
V +V. = vA . {a+a+a,a }
ph h 4 yvnA 1 y v X n'
at least 
one hole
where means normal order w.r.t. IA >•
1 * 1 o
We now define the projection operators
>
(12)
In terms of these we may write (3) in the form
A A A
(13)
where we have used the fact
(14)
Having arrived at the form (13), we now assume a simple model. The
target ground state |n > is approximated by the H-F ground state |A >,
a o
ponds to two nucleons outside a closed shell (a state capable of being 
approximated by an independent particle model) interacting with each other 
via the 2-nucleon interaction and with the core through their H-F poten­
tials. There is a boundary condition imposed, and we will show later 
that this still corresponds to deuteron scattering. In this model (13) 
becomes
and the coupling to excited states, is neglected. This amounts
to neglecting all p-h excitations and scatterings. The model corres-
(E + ie - PaH P.)Pai|;W  * ie PA IA <j> K > 
A A Ar A 1 o o o (15)
With the relation
(16)
(15) can be written
(+)P^ has the effect of projecting ij> into a 2-p state
where the coefficients, C(piP2), are determined by (17). On using the 
form (9) for |Aq>, and noting that the may be commuted to the left,
(18) may be written
= (" *1? I C(P1P2)V d I ° >
"  (l ah)Po’,'a+) (19)h
where we have defined the projectioti operator,
P = \  l  a*a*|o><0|aa (20)
PlP2 1 2  2 1
and the 2-nucleon state of the form
^a+) " ^ C(yv)a*a*|o> (21)
yv
In (21) the C(yv) for y,v e Aq are not determined by (17), but we will sub-
(+)sequently show that ip obeys the same boundary conditions as those
a
imposed on the state referred to by the same name in 2.1. We may now
eliminate explicit reference to the target in (17) by commuting all the 
+,
*s to the left. We find
(E + ie - E a - K - P V P )P \ p ^  « ie P U  K >
A p o p o o  a o ' o oo
(22)
This equation describes two nucleons interacting with the target nucleus 
in the model described above. Provided we can show that the inhomogeneous 
term still corresponds to an incident deuteron, (22) is the appropriate 
3-body equation to described deuteron elastic scattering with anti- 
symetrization. To show this and to relate this equation to the 3-body 
model described in Chapter 2, (2.22), we convert (22) to an equation in 
’’ordinary" space.
In a matrix element between 2-riucleon states the operators in (22) 
take the following forms
P„ + P(i) » £ |u„(i)><D(i)| (23)
o P P
p
where i labels the dynamical variables of nucleon i (space, spin, i-spin),
K P ■+ (h(l) + h(2))P(l)P(2) (24)
p o
P0 Vp Pq P(1)P(2) v(i,2)P(l)P(2) (25)
We leave the notation for the state vectors and U  K > the same,
1 a 1 o o ’
it being understood that below they represent vectors in the 2-nucleon
space. Also for convenience we set E^ « 0 from now on. (22) becomes
o
(E + ie - h(l) - h(2) - P(l)P(2)v(l,2)P(l)P(2))P(l)P(2)iJ>(+)
a
= ie P(l)P(2)|((.oko> (26)
By adding and subtracting two equal terms, we write (26) in the form
{E + ie - T(l) - T(2) - v(l,2) - jvH(l) + ^(2) + Vp
* ie P(1)P(2) | <f> K > (27)
o o
where
Vp (l,2) = Je  + ie - h(l) - h(2)J(l - P(1)P(2)) +
P(l)P(2)v(l,2)P(l)P(2) - v(l,2) .
(28)
It is now clear that (27) has the same form as the 3-body equation, 
(2.22), with the sum of the nucleon optical potentials replaced by the sum 
of the H-F potentials plus Vp (l,2). In (27), however, the boundary con­
dition has been included explicitly, and we have yet to show that this 
euqation describes deuteron scattering. We write (27) as an integral 
equation
(1,2)1
* E - 1(1) - T( g -- v(l,2) 4 ie <*<1>P<2> - » l + o V
— r-(VH (l) + V8 (2) + V (1,2))/'■+■ i t  d  aE - T(l) - T(2) - v(l,2) + eV¥ w  ¥ w  p
(29)
In the limit e +0S the first term gives 14>0^0> • On noting that the
operator, P(1)P(2) - 1, projects onto a least one bound state, we see that
. . (12)the second term gives zero m  this limit . As a result we may write
(29) as
 ^ = I*oV + E - T(l) - T(2) - v(l,2) + ie
( A l )  +  v ® ( 2 )  +  V p ( l , 2 ) ) ^ + )  ( 3 0 )
which, provided Vp (l,2) falls off fast enough in configuration space, is 
the standard form describing an incident deuteron and outgoing scattered 
waves in other channels. By examining (28) in configuration space, we 
find that V (1,2) satisfies similar conditions to V(l) + V(2). In the 
limit rl9r2 +  «, the bound states in 1 - P(1)P(2) ensure that the first 
term in (28) falls off. For similar reasons the last two terms cancel 
in this limit, since
P(l)P(2)v(l,2)P(l)P(2) v(l,2) .
In the exact expression for the effective 2-nucleon nucleus inter-
/CQ\
action, as described by Junkin and Villars , the term
A d + A2) + v (1,2)
P
appears as the first approximation, and the higher order corrections are
(57)expressed m  the form of a Goldstone linked cluster expansion . This
comprises a 1-body part which is equivalent to the higher order correc­
tions implicit in the nucleon optical potentials V(l) and V(2), in the 
same way as outlined in Chapter 2, and a 2-body part which comes partly 
from exclusion principle effects, Thus in the complete treatment the 
sum of the 1-body optical potentials replaces the sum of the H-F poten­
tials, In the subsequent notation we shall drop the ,fHfl which distin­
guishes the H-F potentials.
We are now in a position to compare (27), ignoring the boundary con­
dition terms, with the 3-body equation (2,22), We interpret V (1,2) as
P
the correction, in the lowest order approximation described above, to the 
unsymetrized 3-body Hamiltonian arising from the exclusion principle,
3,3 Estimate of the Correction to the Folded Potential
We have established that (27) describes deuteron-nucleus scattering
in a model in which p-h excitations and scatterings are neglected. We
may treat (27) in the way outlined in Chapter 2 to arrive at an effective
deuteron optical potential: equation (2*18) with Vq replaced by
V(l) + V(2) + V (1,2). If we retain only the first term in this expre- 
P
ssion, that corresponding to V , (2.21), we find the following 
Schrbdinger equation for the elastic scattering
[Eo " TR " + V < 2 ) l v  - ■ 0
(31)
where
E » E - e , e *= - 2,23 MeV (32)
o o 9 o
The first potential term is the original VQ0> and the second the correc­
tion to this arising from antisymetrization, which we subsequently refer
to as the Pauli correction. We try to estimate the equivalent local co- 
rection to Vqq by considering these operators in momentum space
<K<1> |V(1) + V(2) + V (1,2) |<$i K f> (33)
—  o' P o—
The major approximation we make is to represent the nucleus by 
infinite nuclear matter. For this reason the correction we determine 
applies to the centre of the nucleus, although we can introduce an In­
dependence by letting the Fermi momentum, k^, depend on R through the 
nuclear density function. For nuclear matter the H-F states become plane 
waves, and thus the projection operators, (23), become
P(i> = I
a.T.
dlci lcia.T.xkia.T. (34)
—  1 i i i i ‘
i i |ki|>kF
Also the nucleon H-F potentials must commute with the nucleon momentum 
operator, and thus
- kj) A l k j l )  (35)
In this calculation we take V(l) and V(2) appropriate to the nucleon opti­
cal potentials, but also allow for the form (35)
c k J V C D l k ^  - fiCkj - kJ)(A + B k p  (36)
where A and B are constants taken from the phenomenologically determined
nucleon optical potentials. The general approach to nuclear scattering
problems when the nucleus is approximated by nuclear matter has been con-
/gi \
sidered by Thouless : care must be taken in transforming from variables
outside nuclear matter (asymtotic values) to those inside. Here we
( 6 2 )
follow Baumg&rtner , and note that for average nucleon optical poten­
tials the depth of the real well is given by
Vq * - 52.5 + 0.4 En  (37)
where E^ is the kinetic energy of the nucleon outside the nucleus. Using
the relation
h2k 2
EN - - s r -  + vo <38)
(37) transforms into
v - - 87.5 + 13.2 k 2 (39)
Thus k is the momentum of the nucleon inside nuclear matter. We take 
the constants A and B in (36) to have the values given by (39)f
Finally, we must assume some form for the nucleon-nucleon interaction, 
v(l,2). Referring to (28), we require the matrix elements
<K* |P(l)P(2)v(l,2)P(l)P(2) -v(l,2)|*K'> (40)— o o~
It is clear that we shall only need the s ■» 0, T = 1 nucleon-nucleon inter­
action, because of the states. Using
K K K* K*
+ k(l), =  - k(2)|v(i,2)|= + k'(l) =  - k'(2)> =
6(K - K')<k|v|k’> (41)
where
<k v k > «9 - 1 dr drf <rjv|rf>e (42)
(2tt) 3
with the projection operators, (34), we find that (40) may be put in the
where
0(x) = 1  x > 0
= 0 x < 0
and v now means the s « 0, T » 1 nucleon-nucleon interaction. We assume
for this the Yamaguchi form
v » - |Y><Y| (44)
where
V
<k|l> = Y(k) - D
V 2 - —  6(6 + Y)2
D mir2
and are chosen to fit the low energy 2-nucleon system as described 
appendix 2. The corresponding <J>q is the Hulthdn wavefunction whose 
Fourier transform is
♦„<K) = 1  + 6)3] J  ------- — --- --- - (46)
(k2 + y2) (k2 + $2)
With this form for v, we write (43) as
- 6(K - K ‘)[J(Y* )2 + <4>0 |v|<i>0>'I (47)
where we define the notation
J(Xj(k)x2(k) ...) = f dk[x1(k)x2(k) ... ] 6(|= - Jk| - kp)
e(|f + Jil - V  (48)
S2 + k2
(45)
Having made these assumptions, we briefly show how <V (1,2)>, see 
(28), may be reduced to a calculable form. We need
<K* |E(1 - P(1)P(2))|cf> K f> = £ 6(K - K')[l - J(,f> 2)J (49)O ij "■ ^ C\
<K<f> |(T(1)+X2»(P(1)P(2) - 1 ) U  K ’> « 6(K - K f)—  p ' o—  —
" X1 + S ? (kV > " <k2>31 <50>
where
<kz> * dk <J> (k)2 k2 (51)
—  o
and
<K<t>J(V(l) + V(2))(P(1)P(2) - 1)Uk*> = 'SCK-K*)
2
2{(A + 2|_)(J(<J.o2) - 1) + B[j(k2*o2) - <k2>J} (52)
<V (1,2)> is now the sum of (47), (49), (50) and (52)
P
<^<f,0 lVp(1»2) I “ fi( K - K ’) V  (K)
VP(K) = {E0 - ^ - 2(A + B(f -  + <k2>)) } & -
+ (2B + ^ -) £j(k2ij>o2) - <k2>J(<^ o2)3 - [j(Y<|>o)2 + <v> J(<J)o2)J
(53)
where we have used
I*2e
o m
h  o
—  <k2> + <v> (54)
As yet we have not said how we are going to choose K. We do this in the 
usual w a y ^ ^  by satisfying the relation
t,2ir2 v 2
Eo ■ “ 4i" " 2<A + B(t~ + <k " V K) “ 0 (55)
self-consistently. In (55) we have inserted the relation
<K<f>o |V(l) + V(2)|4>qK ?> * 6 ( K  - K*) 2(A + B(|~ + <k2>))
(56)
Combining (53) and (55) we find
1
< Y U  > 
o .
V (K) = -<v>{l -
P * * 02>
J(k2$ 2)
2 h2
} - (2B + £-)<k2> 
m
X  { 1 ---------2----- } (57)
J(<fo2)<k2>
The integrals in (57) have been calculated numerically with the values of 
K chosen to satisfy (55) and
E = 21.6 MeV , k^ = 1.4 fm"1 , y = 0.23 , 3  = 7y
(58)
The result found was
V * 11 MeV (59)
P
This correction is a function of the incident deuteron energy, E , 
However, a very similar quantity calculated by Eaumg&rtner^2  ^ indicates 
that the correction, V , is independent of Eq . Anyway, it is clear froi'
(55) that the potential term, 2A, dominates the choice of K, and thus that
over the energy region 10-35MeV in which we are interested, the result
(59) should be a reasonable, though very approximate, estimate of the 
Pauli correction. As already mentioned, we could introduce an In­
dependence to the correction by determining k_ from
k| = p(R) (60)
where p(R) is the nucleon density in the nucleus. If one did this,
Vp(R) would go like p(R) for large R, but we have not investigated the 
behaviour at intermediate values of R. In order to incorporate the cor­
rection in the simplest possible way, we have considered it as a reduction
/gc \
in the depth of Re V (R)• Bloore has calculated the depth of Re Voo c oo
from the nucleon-nucleon interaction, assumed to have a Yukawa form, in a
nuclear matter approximation. Although he neglects the correction we 
have been considering in this section, he finds a 5% reduction in the 
depth of Re Vqq as compared to the straightforward evaluation of (2)•
3.4 Calculation of the Folded Potential
We decide to consider only those nucleon optical potentials which 
have been generated by simultaneously fitting data for a range of nuclei 
and energies. In our calculations we describe general features depending 
on the structure of the deuteron, and thus we would like to avoid the 
peculiarities of particular nuclei. These average potentials allow us to 
see the systematic effects of the deuteron structure from calculations for 
a few nuclei and energies. Also the average potentials fit the d a "  a v a r y  
nearly as well as those found for a specific nucleus and e n e r g y ^ ^ .
We have chosen one set of average nucleon potentials for most :f
(5)calculations: the proton potential of Perey and the local equivalent
of Perey and Buck’s n o n - l o c a l  neutron potential, both calculated at 
half the energy of the incident deuteron. Both potentials have the 
same Wood-Saxon form
V (r ) * V (0) f(x ) + 4i W (0) g(x *) +
n —n n n n a v n mite
h(r )£ .a 
n n —n — n
(61)
where
f(x ) *= (1 + e n) 1 , x
n 9 n n
g(x;>
h(r ) 
n
df(xn ’)
■“dx"r~-
n
n
x
n
df (x ) 
n fjL
dr 9 [miren > /
(r - r ^  A^3)/a ' 
n n n 
(62)
= 2 and n p
and and are the nucleon orbital angular momentum and Pauli spin
operators. The parameters for these potentials are quoted by Rosen (49)
and we repeat them here
V (0) « 53.3 - 0.55 E + 0.4Z/A^ + 27(N-Z)/A , W (0) = 13.5
P P P
r (0) = rW *  = 1.25 , a = 0.65 , a ' = 0.47 ,
P P P P
V (S) « 7.5
P
V^0) = 48 - 0.29 E , W  ^  » 9.6 (63)
n n 9 n
r <°) = (0)' „ t 27 a = o  66 , . . o 4 7
n n * n 9 n
v (s) = 7i2
n
Unless otherwise stated, it may be assumed that we have used these poten­
tials as input to the deuteron calculation. We now mention the excer.rbr:; 
to this.
In an attempt to judge the effect on the scattering poroduced by
erating Vqq from different nucleon potentials, we have made some calcuia-*
tions with the nucleon potentials of Greenlees and Pyle , which in
addition to the form, (61) and (62), have volume absorption terms and
independent parameters for the spin-orbit form factors, and with those of
(49)Rosen et al . As described below, we have also calculated V directly
oo
from non-local potentials. A comparison of the scattering from the
various V QQ%S has shown only slight variations, corroborating a conclusion
(35)reached by Perey and Satchler .
When comparing predicted differential cross-sections with the experi­
mental data, we have consistently made comparison with the curves generated
(23)by the phenomenological deuteron optical potentials of Perey and Perey .
These curves, in all cases, fit the data very well. To signify that a 
quantity has been calculated using these potentials, we use the 
abbreviation PH.
3.4.1 Folding Non-local Potentials
We calculate the central part of V from the non-local neutron pote
oo
tial of Perey and B u c k ^ ^  and the non-local proton potential of Schulz
( ( .o \
and Wiebicke . The resulting non-local Vqq is converted to an equi­
valent local potential, V^(R), by the Perey and Buck formula^^. The 
scattering from V^(R) is compared with that from V^(R) - the potential 
formed by first finding the equivalent local forms of the nucleon poten­
tials and then folding these into the deuteron wavefunction•
Consider the non-local neutron potential with the Perey and Buck
form
^EnlO £n,<: = ” ^  V  ^  ) H (r - r ')—n n —n n Z n —n —n
i -3 “ (s/6 )2 
Hn (£) = (tt2 8n) e (64)
where $n is the range of non-locality. We are concerned with matr:•. 
elements of the form
<Rd> |V |d» R*> 
— o' n ‘ o-
dr dr1 4> (r) <R rlv |r* R f> <j> (r*) 
 o --- 1 n —  o —
(65)
Writing
jr + r* R + Rf
p =  and p = — ----
2 —  2
and using the form (64), we find
<f‘0R ’> “ 8 Hn (2 (R - R')) J dj> + R - R')
U (P + £ ) * (£ - (R - R') (66)
n —  ■*" o *■ —  —
Now we approximate the RHS of (66) by a Perey and Buck form for the 
deuteron. We define H^(s) as in (64), with 8^ B i 6n> and
u f } (P) = d£  ^0 (p )2 un (£ + £) (67)
The integral in (66) is very nearly equal to (67), because the Gaussian,
H , restricts |r - R*I < 8  /2s 0.5 fm, which is much less than the n *— n
important values of £  contributing to the integral values * 4-5 fm. It 
therefore reasonable to approximate the integral in (66) by (67), and we 
find
<R$o |Vn |<iloR ,> - H,(R - R') P^n) (£ ■* - -) (68)
If the proton potential is also non-local with the form (64), as is 
that given in reference (68), we may define the proton equivalent of (67) 
and then with the assumption
8 ~ 6 s 2 8d (69)
P n
we find
<r |v  (R*> «— 1 oo1—
r (n) R + R* (d) R + R* 1L°d ^ r^ ->+ uip)^r=-)J v* - s‘>
(70)
We note that this reduces to the usual result for local potentials,
Hd(R - R*) +  6(R - R f)
and also (68) is exact.
So provided the nucleon potentials have a short range of non-locality, 
we may calculate Vqo as described above. We only need to evaluate the 
folding integral, (67), which is the same as for the local case. This has 
been done numerically using the relation
fCO
U<n)(P) = |l dx x U (x) 
n
2(P+x)
y <J>0(y)2 (71)
0 2|p-x|
In order to use the resulting non-local Vqq in our elastic scattering code, 
we have converted it to an energy dependent equivalent local potential,
V^k(R), by solving the Perey and B u c k ^ ^  formula 
oo
U (r) -  V^(R) exp{-j^ (E - V (R) - V^(R))} (72)
a oo h o c  oo *
where m is the nucleon mass and
o. S u<n) + c<p)d d d
Using the formulas similar to (72), we may localize the original nucleon 
potantials and fold these into the deuteron wavefunction to form ^ q (R)*
Figure 2, (A), compares the scattering from Vqo formed in the two 
ways for Calf0(d,d)Catf0s ® 21.4 M e V ^ ^ .  In this calculation both 
V^(R) and (R) have been fitted to the Wood-Saxon form, (61) (62), wii"OO OO
the resulting parameters shown on figure 2. We comment on the effa c t  c 
fitting to a Wood-Saxon form and on (B), which shows the comparison > . 
experiment (PH), in the next section. The main result shown by (A) .
that there is not very much difference between using V^(R) and 0
oo o o '
We revert to the question raised in 2.2.2. What is the approp.
nucleon energy to specify the nucleon optical potentials in the 3-bov./
model, (2.22)? Phenomenologically we can not do better than using the
energy independent non-local potentials quoted above, although it is
debatable whether these are a physical representation of the generalised
(53)optical potentials . Consequently we lose all reference to the energy
appearing in the generalised operator, and via (72) arrive at an equivalent
local V^(R) depending only on the incident deuteron energy. But, as
shown by figure 2, this is roughly equivalent to calculating VQO(r) from
energy dependent nucleon potentials appropriate to half the deuteron energy.
Clearly the energy taken is not critical, but if we take seriously the dif-
XTL Xj
ference in depth between V0Q(R) VQO(&) (real part), associating it 
with a linear energy dependence, we arrive at the estimate
CX
/C
fc
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PH
0.6
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0.06 fo o
0.03
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,Fi'g. ;2' Comparison of the elastic scattering from folded 
; local and folded non-local potentials.
Potential parameters
E s E B 8-9 MeV (73)
p n
i.e. slightly less than half the deuteron energy. However, this estimate
is not sufficiently accurate for us to alter our prescription of taking
the nucleon potentials appropriate to half the deuteron energy. The
(48)
approach described here is different from that proposed by Mukherjee , 
who finds slightly different results.
3.4.2 Spin-Orbit Potentials
(54)It has been shown that if the nucleon optical potentials have 
form, (61)(62), and the neutron and proton potentials have the same pa 
meters, the folded potential takes the form
<R<f> |V + V U  R> *= VC (R) + 
—  o* n p ‘ o- oo mucV /
2V (s)H(R)L.o , (74)—  — a
c
where Vq q (R) is the central part of (discussed up till now)
L = Z + Z , 2c, = 0 + c  (75)—  —n ~p — d —n  —p
and
H(R) s "Toy~  T o r -(vw  + v w )rn p
d {Re VC (R)}
00
(76)
Since the nucleon potentials we actually use have differing depths and form
factors, we use these relations in an approximate fashion, and are thus
(54)able to include spm-orbit potentials m  a very simple way. Raynal 
has discussed the inclusion of the deuteron D-state.
In figure 3, (A), we show the effect of including spin-orbit poten-
(69)
tials for Ni(d,d)Ni, E^ * 21.6 MeV . It is clear that in this case 
the spin-orbit potential does not have a large effect, except at back 
angles where it fills in the minimum at 145°. In other examples, we have 
found that the spin-orbit potential tends to fill in the minima at back
Ni(d,d)Ni £<f=2I.6MeV
0-6 -
0.3
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Pig. 3 Comparison of the scattering including spin-orbit 
potentials with (A) no spin-orbit potentials 
(k) fitting all potentials to Wood-Saxon form factors.
angles. Although it may not seem justified, we have included spin-orbit
potentials in our subsequent calculations, partly because we shall be
interested in the large angle behaviour of the cross-section, and partly
because for higher incident deuteron energies, or lighter nuclei than in
(29 23)
this example we expect the spin-orbit potential to be more important *
Also we have not found that it complicates the interpretation. It should 
be noted that in this calculation we have used the nucleon potentials spec­
ified in (61)(62)(63), as in all future calculations, and we have not fitted 
Vqq to a Wood-Saxon form. As shown by figure 3, (B), the effect of para­
metrizing Vqo by a Wood-Saxon form is not very important in this case.
(35) .The results of Perey and Satchler indicate that it is rather more so 
for Ni(d,d)Ni, E^ = 11.8 MeV, although the effect is still small. In our 
subsequent calculations we have not fitted V to a Wood-Saxon form, but 
we consider that it would be an acceptable procedure, and one that would 
considerably simplify the calculationi
In figure 4, we compare the scattering from Vqo* with spin-orbit
potential, with the experimental data (A) for CaIf0(d,d)Caif0, = 21.4 MeV,
and (B) for Ni(d,d)Ni, E^ = 21.6 MeV. The Ni curve is characteristic of
the fit to the experimental data found with the lowest order potential V QQ»
for medium mass nuclei at about this energy. The Ca^0 data, however,
shows an anomalously large cross-section at back angles - see, for example, 
(23)Perey and Perey where a large selection of data is reproduced. This
(31)may have something to do with the closed shell effects studied by Forest .
The following general remarks apply to both Vqo curves. The minima at 
forward angles are too deep, the fit at middle and back angles is poor - 
the diffraction oscillations being out of phase and of too small an 
amplitude. Mostly we shall concentrate on the Ni data returning to the 
energy and mass number dependence of various features in Chapter 5.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the scattering generated by the folded 
potential with the data (PH).
3,5 Effect of the Pauli Correction on the Elastic Scattering
As remarked at the end of section 2,3, the Pauli correction is not 
very accurately determined. Firstly, because of the rough approximation 
made in assuming the nucleus to fulfil the requirements of infinite nuclear 
matter, and secondly because the correction thus obtained should have some 
R-dependence. We have interpreted the correction as a change in the depth 
of Re Vqq, and we now examine this assumption in a phenomenological way. 
Figure 5, (A), shows the effect on the differential cross-section for 
Ni(d,d)Ni, E^ « 21,6 MeV of multiplying Re Vqq by the factors 0,86, 0,9,
1,0, In (B) we compare with the data.
The main effect of this factor is to redistribute the height of the 
middle angle maxima - on either side of the maximum at 70°, This maximum 
itself remains fairly constant in height and is shifted slightly to the 
right. Also we note that the cross-section at back angles is decreased.
It is apparent from (B) that theseeffects combine to produce a significant 
improvement in the fit to the data if we select the factor as 0,9. We 
also see that the deep mitiima at forward angles and the damped oscillations 
at large angles, found foi: Vqq, are unaffected.
In figure 6 we show the elastic scattering reflection coefficients,
generated by (A) VpH, (B) and (C) (i.e* Vqo with Re Vqq
multiplied by 0,9), A precise definition of the n0. will be given later
on. They are only defined for integer £, but we have attempted to draw a
smooth curve through these points. We have found that the n found when 
the spin-orbit potential is set equal to zero are very similar to the 
j=£, generated with the spin-orbit potential included. In figure 6 
only the j « z values are shown, and we may interpret them as if there 
were no spin-orbit potential present.
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Fig. 5 (A) Change in the scattering produced by multiplying
He V (R) by 1.0, 0.9, 0.86. (B) Comparison with the
data.0
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Fig. 6 Comparison of reflection.coefficients (j=L)only) generated 
.by (A) VpTT, (b ) Vnn, (c) with Pauli correction.
The most noticeable feature of figure 6 is that the factor, 0*9, just 
brings the small A oscillations of the n . generated by V , (B), into
J6J 00
phase with those generated by V_„, (A), It is also important that the
rn.
large A, n0. are practically unchanged by the factor* The remaining dif-
ferences between (C) and (A) are the large bump in Im and the much
Aj
smaller diffuseness of Re shown by (C)• Here we use a term derived
(25)from the strong absorption model (SAM) - the shape of the reflection 
coefficients shows clearly that we are dealing with a case of strong 
absorption* In Chapter 5 we describe in more detail this model, and in 
terms of it we relate the shape of the reflection coefficients to the 
resulting differential cross-section. Here we anticipate some of the 
results•
The factor, 0*9, produces a small decrease in the strong absorption 
radius, R^, defined by
K R, = A, + I/o where tk . “ 0.5 (77)
5 2
This has the effect of slightly stretching the diffraction pattern - most
noticeable at 70° in figure 5. The redistribution in the height of the
middle angle maxima is probably connected with the change in Im r)0. for
Aj
A «= 5-7 (we suggest some reasons for this in Chapter 5), and with the 
change in Rj. We come now to the features of the differential cross-
section which are unchanged by the factor, 0.9. The depth of the forward
. . (53)angle minima is known to be connected with the diffuseness of Re -
a larger diffuseness fills in the minimal It is also likely (see 
Chapter 5) that the large bump in Im n0« together with a small diffuseness 
result in the suppression of the large angle diffraction oscillations.
Thus we are suggesting that these features of the cross-section are con­
nected with surface n0. which are unaffected by the factor 0.9.
Aj
(35)
Perey and Satchler argue convincingly that there are higher order
corrections to V of the order of 10-20% which can be simulated by a
oo J
change in the depth of Re Vqq by this amount. Their finding is collo-
borated by our own results which show an improvement in the fit to the
data when Re V is reduced by the factor 0.9. When we consider the 
oo J
inclusion of 3-body, or break-up, contributions to the elastic scattering
in Chapter 5, we find that in affecting the surface ri • (particularly
£ J
the bump in Im p . and the slope of Re n .) they are quite distinguishable 
£j £j
from those arising from the factor 0.9. This factor, therefore, still 
improves the fit to the data, suggesting that it arises from a many-body 
correction. We are not discouraged in this view when we observe that 
the changed produced by the factor all tend to worsen the fit for Ca1*0,
= 21.4 MeV (this is not shown explicitly, but see figure 4), whereas 
the break-up corrections continue to produce an improvement. For if Ca1*0 
were an anomalous nucleus, we would expect the 3-body contribution to be 
much the same, while the many-body contributions might differ considerably. 
Here it should be stressed that the factor, 0.9, has been found to produce 
improvements for several nuclei and energies - this is corroborated by the 
results of Perey and Satchler, who, incidentally, do not examine Ca1*0.
Thus, although the argument concerning Ca40 suggests that the many-body 
effect is something other than the Pauli correction considered by us, it 
should not be allowed to prejudice the fact that a correspondence has 
been found between the factor 0.9 (a change in depth of about 9 MeV) and 
the estimated Pauli correction, section 3.3, of 11 MeV, which is certainly 
of the right magnitude.
In conclusion we suggest that there is a many-body correction of the
order of 10 MeV to Re V , and that the Pauli correction provides a
oo
reasonable explanation of this.
CHAPTER 4
Deuteron Distortion and Break-up Contributions
We return to the discussion of deuteron break-up xdLthin the framework 
of the 3-body model, (2.22). As shown in Chapter 2, this can be converted 
to a 2-body equation containing the deuteron optical potential (2.18) with 
Vq replaced by + V^. The second term in this potential describes exac­
tly the effects of deuteron break-up on the elastic channel within the 
framework of the 3-body model. We have, however, tried to calculate these 
effects by approximately solving equation (2,22) itself. Our basic appro­
ximation is to assume that, in an expansion of the 3-body scattering wave- 
function in terms of the set, of n-p states, only those with low rel­
ative energy, e^, play an important role. By using effective range ideas, 
in a formalism which brings out explicitly the short range of the V 
interaction, we are able to convert (2.22) to a pair of coupled equations, 
whose solution is the elastic channel wavefunction and the projection cf 
the break-up channel wavefunction into the region of configuration space 
where the neutron and proton are within the range of-V • The resulting 
system of equations contains reference to a typical break-up energy, which 
we treat as a parameter. There is a possibility of introducing further 
parameters, but in Chapter 5 we find that we cannot do better than a 
1-parameter theory. This suggests that our approximate treatment of the 
3-body model is fairly complete.
Other attempts to include break-up contributions, which produce com­
parable results to our own, have been p r o p o s e d ^ ; these will be 
discussed below with special reference to Rawitsher?s method. In addition 
a number of authors have applied exact 3-body methods to the deuteron- 
nucleus system^^,^ ,^ ,^ * ‘^ . Where numerical results have been obtained 
from these calculations, we have not found them easy to compare with our
(13)
own results. Baz , however, by assuming a zero-range V has reduced 
the 3-body model to an exact calculable form, and thus his work provides 
an interesting analogy with our own.
4.1 Basic Approximations
The 3-body equation we want to solve is (2.22)
(E - T - T - V - VN - V_)<j/+) * 0 (1)
n p np C a
N
Here we have introduced the notation V « V + V , and have separated off
N
the Coulomb potential, V^, from the nuclear potential, V . We note that,
N
although (1) has the form of a 3-body equation, since V is allowed to be
complex, the three bodies are not "elementary11. In practice we shall
N
assume that V is the sum of the appropriate nucleon phenomenological 
potentials for nucleon energies E ^ .  As discussed in Chapter 2, the re­
placement of the generalized optical potentials by phenomenological poten­
tials is a very great simplification. For the subsequent analysis, 
however, we need only assume that and V are moderately local in 
configuration space.
As is usual in optical model analysis^*^, we assume that Vr is the 
Coulomb potential due to a uniformly charged sphere of radius approxi­
mately equal to that of the nucleus. We also make the more important 
assumption that acts on the centre of mass of the deuteron (R) rather
than on the proton (r ). To allow for the fact that V„ acts at r , we
C —p
TC
should fold V_(R + «*) into the deuteron wavefunction. This, however, pro-
J L < # k c ~  2
duces ne effect for an s-state deuteron and only a small effect when the
D-state is included^^. More important is that the possibility of
Coulomb break-up (or polarizability) is ignored, since there is no force
acting to pull the neutron and proton apart. Coulomb break-up has been
(72 XX 73)
studied by several authors * ’ , who agree that the effect is small.
Even for deuteron energies below the Coulomb barrier the modification to 
Rutherford scattering, though significant, is slight. More attention has 
been given to real Coulomb break-up processes by Bencze^^*^^ who suggests 
that the effects may be important at energies near the Coulomb barrier.
We are interested in energies above the Coulomb barrier, and in this region 
we may assume that the nuclear interaction dominates. Unless we wish to 
draw special attention to it, we will suppress reference to Vr in our
(j
notation. For convenience, it can be thought of as absorbed in the 
kinetic energy operator, T_.
After these preliminaries, we want to introduce the approximations we 
use to solve the 3-body problem. The 3-body state may be expanded in 
terms of the complete set (2.8)
* i +) -  ? *a+) + « * l +>
= $ ^(+) +
o o dk ^ +) ^ +) (2)
(+)where we have introduced the notation, <*>£ , for the n-p scattering state
of relative energy
e. - ^  (3)k m
and
*k+> “ ' <*k+)l*£+>> <*>
(+) (+>In (2) p ^ is the projection of onto the elastic channel and
a a
(+)q ty  the projection onto the break-up channels. If we write (2) in 
configuration space
<Rr|1|/+)> » 4>o(r)^+)(R) + <Rr|q,[/+)> (5)
(+) (+)we see that a knowledge of ^  and q ^  as a function of R, for a 
particular value, or range, or £, is sufficient to determine \ p ^  (R) for
all R. We define formally a vector, |d >, in the space of n-p relative
motion having the property
<r|D> ■» D(r) ^ 0 £  e Dq
(6)
= 0 r i  d
*■“ o
where D is some domain of r-space. In terms of this vector 
o ~
< R D | i|/+^> = <D|<J>o> ^ +^(R) + <R D | q ^ +^> (7)
(+)To determine the elastic scattering, ip^ ' (R), we can go by the round-about
way of finding \ p ^  and q in D • It becomes clear in our theory
a a o
that, to determine these quantities in practice* a suitable choice for Dq 
is the region within the range of V ■
Our major approximation is to assume that the important contributions 
in expansion, (2), come from components satisfying
e, «  E - e * E (8)
k o o
As described in 1.4, there is some experimental justification for this: 
in measured break-up the emergent neutron and proton tend to have low rel­
ative energy. Some useful consequences of this assumption are now 
described.
If (8) is satisfied for the range of in which we are interested 
(10-35 MeV), it seems reasonable to approximate the by pure s-waves,
since only these have a strong overlap with the n-p force. We further
assume that these are all triplet s-states, and thus ignore possible trans­
itions to s s 0, T = 1 states. We have in favour of this assumption the 
fact that such transitions require a spin and i-spin dependent force, and 
against it that the nucleon-nucleon system contains a resonance at roughly 
zero e n e r g y w h i c h  might enhance the contribution. But chiefly the
consequences of including such states would be hard to calculate. It is
consistent with these assumptions to treat the n-p states by effective 
(77)
range techniques , as described m  appendix 2. There we assume that 
<p (r) is represented by the Hulthdn wavefunctiono
♦0(r) = |  (e"Yr - e"er) (9)
and arrive at the explicit form
« i S <k > , -R,-
—  {sin(kr + 6(k)) - e sin «(k)} (10)
for the scattering states. The quantities and 6(k) are defined in 
terms of the low energy effective range expansion in appendix 2. Where
we have made calculations, the explicit forms (9) and (10) have been used,
but for the following derivation, we need only the assumption that the 
set of n-p states are triplet s-waves.
(7 7 )
On the basis of effective range theory ideas , for values of e
cC
satisfying (8), we may make the approximation
* gOO $0(r) r < \ p
where R is related to the range of V and to the value of e. * However,
np np k
we will assume that V has a very definite range characterized by 
Rnp < 1 fm, and ignore the dependence of the accuracy of (11) on e^. Let 
us take Dq to correspond to the region r < Rnp* An explicit form for 
D(jc), which has been used for calculation, is
-8r
D(r) ■= (12)
We may then write
We apply (14) in the expansion (2), since by assumption the states 
satisfy (8), and thus find
(+> <pl*i+)>
^  (R,r) « — :------  <J> (r) r < R (15)a   <d . > o np
1 o
We now apply these ideas to the solution of (1). The important assump*
tion is (8), and (15) is a useful consequence.
4.2 Derivation of Approximate Coupled Equations
We write (1) as an integral equation
« | <j> K > +   =r - -v VN |^(+)> (16]
ra 1 o o E - T., - H + le 1 yaR np
<j> +
o o *k i- - E---V - v  Te- <*k lvN |*<+)>
k R
(17)
where we have regrouped the Hamiltonian as described at the beginning of 
Chapter 2, and have used the expansion (2) in the second line. The 
assumption, (8)9 allows us to neglect the in relation to Eq = E - eo, 
and thus to approximate (17) by
,^(+) . * ,^(+) +
ra Yo o *  E - e X- ♦ ieO R
(18)
“ l*oV * E ' -~X'B'~+~fe VV +>> <19>
o R
Comparison of (16) and (19) shows that assumption (8) amounts to making
(53)the adiabatic approximation for the internal Hamiltonian of the n-p
system, Hnp* Our approach now follows from (7): we try to derive
equations satisfied by <d|^+^> and <D|q i p ^ > 9 and thus to arrive at thea a
elastic channel wavefunction.
Taking the scalar product of (19) with <D|, we find
<D|*<+)> = <D|* > |Kq> * g - - V  + ie
o R
We now assume that is local in jr-space - or at least that its range of
non-locality is not greater than R ^ .  This seems a fairly reasonable
assumption, and also indicates why we do not take much smaller than
the region r < &np* We might want to do this so as to decrease the error
in the effective range approximation, (15). With this locality assumption
we can use approximation (15) for on RHS (20) with the result aftera
dividing through by <d |<J>q>
<D^a+)> ,, „ i <°|vN |*c> <d | , « >
<D|*0> = |Ko> + Eo - TR + i£ <D|*o>
(21)
This is an integral equation for the state
-(+> <Dl^+)>s _ a   (22)
<d U  >
1 o
(+)which we see, from (21), obeys the same boundary conditions as , 
since the potential
>v »   (23)
<D|t0>
is clearly well behaved. Knowing this boundary condition we write (21) 
in the form of a differential equation
<Eq - TR - V ) j ( + )  = 0 (24)
which can be solved in the usual way. We now look for an equation 
satisfied by
for then we can determine from (7)
o
i (+) - *<+) + 4 +)  (26)
We return to equation (19) and take the scalar product with <D|q.
We find
<DI“ ^ +)> = E -V ¥ Is ^ ^ +)>
o R
“ E" - ~f " Vie {<DI« ^  Pl^+)> + <DI« ^  «ll'a+)>  ^
o R
(27)
The first term on the right of (27), which corresponds physically to
transitiotis between the ground state, <|> , and break-up states, , is
o ic
easily handled> for
<D|q VN p|i|/(+)> - <D|VN p|ip(+)> - <D|p V* p U (+)>a ° a
s= | (j) ' ' (+)rQJ (28)V - Voo
where we recall the definition of V , (2.21). The second term, however,
oo’ 9 9
corresponding to transitions between break-up states, is more difficult.
We try to take this into account by introducing a pseudo-potential, V*, 
chosen so as to cancel as nearly as possible this contribution. Let us 
define a quantity
B = <D|q v” q | / +)> - Vi<D|q (29)
a a
and suppose that Vi has been chosen so as to minimize the quantity, B. We 
consider below how to choose Vi, but for the moment we assume that this has 
been done in such a way that when (29) is used to replace the second term 
on the right in (27), B gives a negligible contribution. We then find, 
substituting (28) and (29) in (27) and dividing the equation by <D|<f>Q>
*l(+) * E ^  -  Vo o ^ o +) + y l ^ +>> (30)
o R
(+)It is clear already from (27) that satisfies the boundary condition 
of outgoing waves only, and that asymtotically these waves go like the 
outgoing waves in the elastic channel. We now write (30) as a differ­
ential equation
(Eo ‘ TE " V l}^ +) - (y - Voo>*o+) (31)
The two equations (24) and (31), with the relation (26), are sufficient 
(+)to determine ip alone.
o
(+)(31) can be inverted using the fact that has only outgoing waves
*l+) = E -V +~ ie (y " Voo>*o+> (32)
o R
Combining (32) and (24) and (26), we find
(E - T_ - V)*(+) * - (E - T - V) =----^ 1 (V - V ) i p ^
o E o o R E - T_ - Vi + le oo o
o R 1
(33)
Introducing the identity
1 1 
Eq - Tr  - V 2 + iE - Eo - Tr  - V - ie
<l + (V1 - ?> K - 1R - V! + iJ <34>o R x
into (33), we find after some rearrangement
{E - TD - V - (V - Vj) ■= „ 1 „ ■ (V - V « 01 o R 00 E - T _ - V i + i e  oo J o
O R
(35)
This equation identifies our approximation for the deuteron optical 
potential, and can be compared with the exact expression given in 
Chapter 2, (2.18). We see that the 1st order potential is the same in 
our model, i.e. V • One °f the virtues of our approximation to the 
second term is that we have a definite prescription for calculating the
quantities appearing in it, and yet it is sufficiently simplified for 
calculation. This is with the exception of Vi which is to be chosen so 
as to minimize B, (29). In practice this rather vague prescription 
turns out to be quite well determined. We note also that is accoun­
ting for what we hope are the least important processes - transitions 
between break-up states.
(35) may be written as the pair of coupled equations
(E - T - V ) i p ^  =  (V -
o R oo o 1 r x
(36)
(E - T_ - Vi)!i>[+) = (V - V ) i pMo R 1 1  oo o
(+) (+) Pwhere ^ and ipi satisfy the asymtotic boundary conditions
... n ^ iK R iK .R o
<37>R-x»
iK R
^(+)(R) = f b r ^ ~  (38)
R-*» ^
and the elastic scattering differential cross-section is given by
( J 1da ■P
dfiV /d,d e l
(39) 
. . . ( + )From its definition ipi represents an average over the break-up channel
states, but the amplitude, f^ , is difficult to interpret. The fact 
f
that the asymtotic form, (38), does not correspond to a break-up component 
A
which should go like 
iKkR
V -  • - 5 ( E " Ek) (40)
involves errors of order which we have consistently neglected.
(+)Further, we only require an accurate representation of (R) for small R
since we are interested in the effect of the coupling on the elastic
channel, and thus the relevant ratio is more like e. / (E  + |v I).
k 1 oo1
A.3 The Stripping Matrix Element
The exact (d,p) stripping matrix element, disregarding exchange, may 
be written
T, -■ | / +*> (41)
d,P Yp 1 np,r
where i p ^  and ^ are the full A+2-body scattering solutions for the
deuteron-nucleus and the proton-residual nucleus systems. In attempting
to evaluate (41), it is u s u a l t o  replace i p ^  and ^   ^ by their pro­
jections onto the target ground state and the residual nucleus state 
respectively, thus neglecting the inelastic components of these functions. 
We may write the resulting T-oatrix
T. s < X < ~ \  |V (42)
P n np‘ a
where ij is the form factor for the reaction, depending on the co-ordinates
(—) . (u)of the captured neutron, and x -^S the projection of <f> onto the
( 9 6 }
residual nucleus state. The DWBA theory continues by approximating
(+)the 3-body wavefunction, ip , by the elastic channel wavefunction asa
generated by a phenomenological deuteron optical potential
*l+) - 4 h (43)
combined with a similar approximation for Xp  ^• We are concerned here
with the appropriate approximation for •
a
From the form of (42) the most relevant approximation to ij/+  ^would
SL
seem to be a function representing the full 3-body wavefunction in the 
region of r-space within the range of vnp» But just such an expression 
has been written down, (15)
This leads to our suggested approximation to the stripping matrix element
T, * <X^  ^ ^ |V |<fr (45)d,p Ap n 1 np' o
A possible choice for |d >, which further simplifies (45), is
|D> » V U  > (46)
1 np1 o
For then (45) becomes
T, = < X ( " h  |J> (47)d,p n'
If we take <f>Q to have the Hulthdn form, (9), and V to be the Yamaguchi 
potential, (3.45), it will be seen that, except for normalization, (46) 
reduces to the explicit form already given for <r|D>, (12).
Comparing (45) and (43), we see that our model suggests that ^ +^(R)
should replace (R) in the DWBA matrix element, and thus we will be
interested in comparing these functions when we present the results of
solving the coupled equations, (36). We note here that by adding these
-(+)equations we get back to (24), and therefore ip is independent of the 
choice of Vi»
4.4 Choice of the Coupling Potential
We continue our discussion of the elastic scattering for which we do 
need and separately, and therefore we must choose Vi* We try
to find a form of Vi which gives as much cancelation as possible on the 
RHS of expression (29). This expression may be written
B » <D|vNq|<^+)> - <D|p VN q|^(+)> - Vi<D|q i p ^ >  (48)
a a a
In the first term we may consistently use the approximation (15), but in 
(+)
this case for q fra
<D|V > « <D|V” U  > ■ 3---
a ° <D 6 >
1 o
* <D 14>o> V (49)
and hence we rewrite (48) as
B = <DJ<J> > (V - V ! ) ^  - <D|p VN q|i('(+)> (50)o a
It is in the second term on the right of (50) that we first have to con-
(+) isider the long range (in r) part of q , since <D|p is not a short 
range vector. If we were to ignore this term, we would choose V x « V 
and thus, see (35), arrive at the lowest order approximation to the 
optical potential, V QQ» We emphasise the correction to Vqo by defining
AV = V - Vx (51)
and rewriting (50) as
B * AV<D|q - <D|p VN q|i|>^>
a a
f <D [ <(> > „  . .
dk {aV ( R )  <* |va (R) |<f,|>}<D(4..><!0 '(R)
J <D U, > 0 — 3S K K —
1 k
(52)
where in the second line we have assumed that we are in the configuration 
space representation. It is clear from the form, (52), that the key 
matrix elements are
<D I $ > W
AV (R )  - — - £ _  <* | v " ( R ) | *  > (53)
k <D 14*. > o -  k
If these show a reasonable behaviour as functions of k, we may be able to
interpret AV(R) as some average over k of the AV^(R). We are encouraged
. . .  . . . (+)
in this view by noting that the m a m  variation with k of the comes
through the matrix elements (53) • For it is consistent with our pre­
vious approximations to write
We have calculated AV^(R) for Ca1*0, E^ » 21*4 MeV, using the explicit
forms given in 4.1 and the potentials described in 3*4. The results are
shown in figure 7 for several values of e^.
Suppose, on the basis of these curves, we write
AVk (R) « y(k) F(R) (55)
with y(k) real, in the expression (54), and then substitute this in (52). 
We find
r | < D k > | 2 i—
B . jdk{AV(R) - AVfc( R ) } - ^ -  Y (k) |_<r | _ _ ^ _ f  , « > ]
(56)
and thus that we can arrive at B » 0 by the choice
AV(R) - AV^(R) (57)
where AV^ is a true average of the AV^(R) over k. Although it is not
possible to write AV^(R) exactly in the form (55), it is evident that we 
cannot be far wrong is assuming that a satisfactory choice for AV(R) can 
be found which does not differ greatly from one of the AV^(R) • In the 
following chapter, we consider various forms of AV(R) compatible with this 
assumption, and find that we cannot do better than taking
AV(R) . - Avjj(R> (58)
with e£ selected to give the best qualitative fit to experiment as calcu­
lated from the coupled equations. In other words a more general paramet- 
rization of the form (57) does not enable us to significantly improve the
_v
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agreement with experiment. This suggests that the precise form of AV(R) 
is not too important. One reason for this may be that the scattering is 
not very sensitive to the small R part of AV(R), and therefore that the 
rather large variation with k of Re AV^(R) for small R does not mdtter 
very much.
In terms of AV(R), from (51), the coupled equations, (36), become
(E - T - V = AV
o R oo o YL
(Eo - TR - (V - AV)Hi(+) = (V - VoQ) ^ +)
(59)
Because of the difficulty of minimizing the quantity B, (52), AV(R) has 
not yet been completely specified. This is taken up again in the next 
chapter.
4.5 Two Other Methods
(17) (18)
Among others Rawitscher and Sitenko and Levskin have proposed
methods of including break-up contributions to deuteron elastic scattering.
Whereas the former*s is to some extent complementary to our own approach,
the latterfs presents an interesting contrast.
Rawitscher considers that a more appropriate description than that
provided by our formalism is in terms of a set of stripping channels.
The physical idea behind this is that, as the deuteron nears the nucleus,
we may neglect the V interaction and the wavefunction becomes a product
of proton and neutron waves. An average stripping channel, fp (rp)>
having only outgoing waves at infinity (analogous to our typical break-up 
(+)channel, ipi ), is coupled to the elastic channel wavefunction, z^(R),
(+)which obeys the same boundary conditions as ljr (R), resulting in equa­
tions of the form
(R) Zd(R) N AU(R)f (R)
P -
(60)
This average arises because AU is proportional to the bound state wave- 
function of the captured neutron in a particular (d,p) reaction; the 
amplitude factor, N, then compensates for other possible stripping pro-
the residual nucleus. is the phenomenological deuteron optical poten­
tial with the difference that the imaginary part is taken to have a large 
volume absorption term (W » 60 MeV)• Also the radius parameters of both 
the real and imaginary form factors are varied so as to fit simultaneously 
the stripping and the elastic scattering data as calculated by equations
This calculation and ours are complementary in the sense that the 
solution of our equations, (59), gives the result of including break-up 
contributions explicitly, whereas the solution of (60) gives the result of 
including stripping explicitly. We emphasise, however, that these con­
tributions are not mutually exclusive. In our formulation the term 
break-up refers to all 3-body processes in which the deuteron is removed 
from the incident channel - this includes stripping. It is clear that 
even in our approximate treatment, we are not completely neglecting the
stripping components of the 3-body wavefunction. It is also important
(+)that xn the derivation of our equations the break-up channel, q , is 
orthogonal to the deuteron channel, whereas in the derivation of (60) the 
non-orthogonality of the stripping and elastic channels has been more-or- 
less ignored. One consequence of this is that the stripping cross- 
section, which can be derived from (60) by considering the asymtotic form 
of fp(r^), turns out to be of the same form as the DWBA expression except
cesses. is the proton-nucleus optical potential corresponding to
(60).
that the elastic deuteron wavefunction is replaced by Z^(R). w*-ii
remembered that in our theory (section 4*3), this function is replaced by
*<+> + but it would be incorrect to replace analogously by
Z, + f . both because it would be inconsistent with (60) and because the 
d p*
stripping and elastic channels are not orthogonal*
Apart from the orthogonality difficulty, there are two further 
reasons why the calculations are difficult to compare. The potential,
Up, has two free parameters, and since these can be chosen to give a good 
fit to the data we may assume that they take into account phenomenologically 
the processes neglected in the explicit model. In particular, as a fit 
can be found for various strengths of the coupling, N, Up contains 
explicitly an unknown amount of the stripping contribution. There is 
also the important assumption that |Z^(R)| is very small in the nuclear 
interior, which led to the requirement that Up have a large volume 
absorption. Both these features of the model mean that Up is a very 
different potential from V » which is the lo\?est approximation in our 
theory.
Inspite of these differences in interpretation, the form of equations 
(59), and (60) is so similar that we expect to find analogous numerical 
results. We note in this connection that the amplitude, N, plays a 
similar role to the typical break-up energy (section 4.4) which we need 
to specify AV(R). When we have presented our results in Chapter 5, we 
compare these with those found by Rawitscher, and find that the effects 
of coupling to stripping, as described by his theory, are qualitatively 
similar to those produced by our coupling to break-up.
We want now to discuss briefly Sitenko and Levskin’s method, because 
their main assumption, in contrast to our assumption (8), is that the 
deuteron centre of mass motion may be treated adiabatically (as slow)
relative to the internal motion of the n-p system. They thus arrive at 
an equation for of the form
Feo - Tr - Vn(R) - Vp(R) - e Q(R)2j ^ +)(R) = 0 (61)
where
r3V (R) 3V (R)
Q(R) = * H r  k (62)
and 3 is the dipole polarizability of the deuteron. That single potential 
forms appear in (61) results from expanding the nucleon potentials in a 
Taylor series
V (r ) *= V, (R) + |  . |V V (r )| _ + ... (63)
n n n 2 [ r  n n jr = Ru n **—n —
and retaining only the terms sluywn. They emphasise the i-spin dependence 
of the nucleon optical potentials by writing
V(R) V, (R) + V x (R), V (R) = V (R) -  Vi (R) (64)
n o p o A
where V q (R) is ant average nucleon potential. By varying the parameters 
of V j(R), they manage to find a good fit to the Co59(d,d)Co59, * 13.6 MeV
angular distribution. Clearly this is a simpler theory than ours, but we 
mainly want to comment on the adiabatic approximation used above, since it 
is opposite to our approach, and yet the data being considered is in the 
same energy region. Tneir approximation is justified by assuming that the 
collision time (T) is much greater than the virtual excitation time (t), 
where specifically
T ■ -  , t « (65)
v e l  ' 'l q  I
with v the velocity of the deuteron centre of mass, and R the dimension of 
the total interaction region. We feel that a more appropriate character­
ization of the length, R, is the distance over which the potential changes
rapidly, i.e. the surface region. This would make their approximation
less justifiable. We mention that this type of adiabatic approximation
( 16^
was also used by Testoni and Gomes . A preliminary version of our 
approximation scheme has been presented by Johns on .
CHAPTER 5
The Effect of Break-up on the Elastic Scattering
We present the results of solving the coupled equations (4.59)* In 
these calculations the nucleon optical potentials (3.61), (3.62), (3.63), 
the n-p states (4.9), (4,10), and the function D(r), (4.12), have been 
used. Reference will be made to the Pauli correction (section 3.5) which 
amounts to multiplying Re Vqo(R) by the factor 0.9. When discussing 
quantities which depend on & and j, for example the reflection coefficients 
n0., we shall confine our attention to the j «* Z component (see section 
3.5).
5.1 Method of Solution of the Coupled Equations
We indicate very briefly how we have solved equations (2.59). A
detailed discussion of the scattering of a spin ** 1 particle from a gen-
(79)eral, local potential has been given by Satchler • Since the poten­
tials in (2.59) have central form factors, and the spin-orbit vector 
coupling is diagonal in SL as well as j, there is no coupling between dif­
ferent partial waves in (2.59). Thus the solution of these equations 
reduces to the solution of a pair of coupled radial equations.
We introduce the partial wave expansion for and having the
form
f ^1
(+)/« \ 4 it r 2 1 + 1 2 . £ ,,0-a1 ,A\ S /n « ti« \
(R,a) = —  £ — ^ —  i Y„ (R)x„< (£sa-o'a |ja)
"  Ko jio'
y£j(K ,r )
x («.soo|jo) ------   (1)
g
where xrt is the spin "function" for spin s, a is the z~component of the'a
incident deuteron spin (s = 1), and we have taken the z-axis along the
direction of the incident momentum. The partial wave amplitudes,
jji (+) SLi (+) , .
yiJ(Ko,R) for ^  and y£ (Kq,R) for ipi , satisfy the coupled equations
_  &(& + 1) _ 2p
dR* R2 h2
[Vo > >  + V R)'] }yij (k o ,R) - —  AwS°
h2
AV (R)
x y ^ O ^ . R )
- —  - *■ 1} - —  [v£j (R) - AV£j(R) + V (R)]}yfj (K , R)
R2 h2 L C j o
{K2 
0 dR2
[V^(R) - V^(R)Jy|j(Ko,R) (2)
where p is the reduced mass of the deuteron in the deuteron-target centre 
of mass system, and
E
h2K2 
___ o
2p
(3)
So that and satisfy the asymtotic boundary condition, (4,37)
0 A
r
(4.38), the radial functions have the asymtotic behaviour
y ^ ( K o,R) 5
yfj(K0,R)
JL
y2j(R0,R)
\ 4
2iR-*»
W >  " V V 0
(4)
where
H.(K R) = G.(K R) + i F.(RR)
* O X, O x> O
K R » &  
o
cp{i
£tt
expjijK^R - n log2KQR - y- + a (5)
and F^, are the regular and irregular Coulomb f u n c t i o n s I n  (5) 
n is the Coulomb parameter and o 0 the Coulomb phase shift. n0. in (4)
Xr Jij
is the elastic scattering reflection coefficient, or s-matrix element, 
and p.. measures the amplitude of the break-up component. To las more
p
precise than, (4.37) (4.38), about the asymtotic behaviour of the 3-
A
dimensional wave functions, (4) and (5) lead to (assuming n « 0 for
simplicity)
p iK RW lK .R o— o —  s , r . s ev e X + / A  , (0) x • ■— ^—
|a|-*» a a* 0 0 0 R
M - 1- ^  <6>
The differential cross-section for unpolarized incident deuterons is then 
fdo(e)1 1 " 2
(dav vd,d 2s ■ * a,o’
—  I 
+ 1 A .
a . (e)a*o (7)
We have calculated the rr.> but have not concerned ourselves with the
relation of these to A * (6) or to the break-up cross-section. The
o o (79)explicit relation between the n^j and A^f^ (0) is given by Satchler .
Apart from (4), y J (Kq ,R) satisfies the further condition of reg­
ularity at the origin. In order to solve (2) for a given £,j, we find 
two linearly independent solutions which are regular at the origin:
^ y ^ ( K  ,R) and ^ y ^ ( K  ,R). Any solution of (2) regular at the origin 
may be expressed as a linear combination of these; in particular the 
solution we require may be written
y*j (Ko>R) = oi(4j)(1)y4jCKo,R). + o2a j ) (2V j<K0,R) (8)
where cti(£j) and a2(£j) are constants. To find solutions
^ y * ^ ( K  ,R) a n d ^ y 5^  (Kq ,R) , (2) was integrated numerically by a Fox- 
(81)
Goodwin method for two sets of linearly independent starting conditions
near the origin out to a suitable matching radius beyond the nuclear
potentials. The constants cti(£j), a2(£j), n and n«. were then found by
P
matching the form (8) to the asymtotic form (4) at two values of R near
A
the matching radius. In this way we find the required solution for all 
R and each Z , j .
The program used to carry out this calculation was a modification of
(82)
an optical model search program written by W. R. Smith and translated 
into Algol by C. G. Morgan,
In a lot of the following chapter we shall be considering Ni(d,d)Ni,
* 21,6 MeV, In figure 8 we show the potentials appearing in (2) (with 
the exception of the spin-orbit terms) for this case. The form shown for 
AV(R) is AV, (R), (4,53) corresponding to e, = 5 MeV, Also Re V (R) has
K K OO
been multiplied by the factor 0,9 (see section 3,5). These are the 
potentials that we find give the most satisfactory description of the 
data, and are reproduced here partly for reference later. In the follow­
ing calculations spin-orbit potentials have been omitted from the coupling 
potentials in (2), because they very nearly cancel out. We have also 
found that it makes very little difference to write
V(R) * V (R) + V (R) (9)n p
rather than folding into the short range function D(r), (4.23)(4.12).
This approximation has been checked, and in figure 8 and subsequently we 
have used (9)•
5.1.1 A Special Case
(19)In a previous approximation to the 3-body model , symetric equ- 
tions of the form
(Eo - TU " Voo>*o+) = W  * t + )
(Eo - TR " Voo^l<+) - W  *o+) <10>
(+)were obtained instead of equations (4.59). Here the functions \1> and
o
(+) are, of course, different from those appearing in (4.59), although
(+)they do obey the same boundary conditions as their counterparts and ^
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Fig. 8 Potentials used in the coupled equations'( MeV )
with Pauli correction.
represents the same physical quantity. Our immediate concern is that the 
form (10) provides a means of checking the program used to solve the 
unsymetrical equations, but it will be noticed from figure 8 that (4.59) 
is not very unsymetrical*
(83)
We can solve (10) in the following way : add and subtract the
equations to form a pair of uncoupled equations
E - T - (V + AV)
o R oo A +) = o
Eo - TR - (Voo " AV)} £ } ■ 0 (U)
where
xx( + )  = i ( ^ + )  +  * l ( + ) )
X2(+) - i<*<+> - ^l(+)) (12)
and both XI and X2 obey the same type of boundary conditions as ,
In the form (11) and (12), the complete solution of (10) can be found with 
the help of a program equipped to solve a single SchrUdinger equation.
This method of calculating was found to agree with the result found
by inserting the same symetric potentials in the coupled equations 
program.
5.2 Further Specification of the Coupling Potential
We begin by considering the special case of the symetric equations,
(+)5.1.1. Using the boundary condition on ipj , (10) may be written 
(Eo - TR - Voo - A)*o+) ■ 0 <12>
where
and we have introduced a real coupling strength, y, multiplying AV.
(12) has the form of scattering from the sum of two potentials, and thus 
by the Gell-Mann-Goldberger theorem^®^, the elastic scattering T-matrix
is
V r  = |x5+)> + <x5_)|A|4+)> (14)K ’K Z o  oo AK AK 1 ,rK
““O—O 1 ■—O — O — O
i t )where xv are solutions of (12) with A omitted (the ± indicating theJx
T  * (+)
appropriate boundary condition), and is the full solution of (12),
(+) “ °i.e. ^  • Here we ignore the Coulomb effects.
Introducing partial wave expansions similar to (1) for the states in 
(14) and the Green’s function in (13) (assuming no spin-orbit potentials), 
we find, on the energy shell, that (14) leads to the relation
n £ ( y )  =  n ^ o ) +  y 2
f  \
2m 2
* 0
h2
\ V
iK
o ^
0
5
dRdR1 x„ (K ,R)*AV(R)g0(+) (R,R')
x AV(R’) ^ +)(r,Ko,R') (15)
where nj° ^ is the reflection coefficient generated by V Slone, and g»+^
OO X/
is the radial Green*s function corresponding to the full Green’s function 
in (13)• To second order in y, (15) becomes
h 0(y ) = + y 2 (16)
where
A (0) =I
2m 2
• f
h2.
iK 
o v+
o
dRdR* x < ">  (K q ,R )  *A V (R ) g<+ )  ( R .R * )  A V (R ' )x„( + )  (K
is a quantity independent of y.
We have solved (12) exactly with parameters corresponding to 
Ni(d,d)Ni, « 25,8 MeV, AV(R) was taken to be real with very roughly 
the shape of Re AV^(R) (see figure 7), The reflection coefficients gen­
erated in this manner, for a range of y, are shown in figure 9. This 
range at least covers the variation in amplitude of Re AV^(R) for 
® 2.5-10 MeV as shown in figure 7, Vie notice that the cross-over 
points of these curves are nearly independent of &, indicating that the 
2nd order relation (16), may be fairly accurate. It will become clear 
that the effect of coupling in the unsymetric equations is not greatly 
different from what we see here, suggesting that it might be possible to 
include break-up effects in a rather simple way. We have not, however, 
investigated this point in detail.
In figure 10 we show the n . calculated from the unsymetric equa- 
tions, (4.59), for Ni(d,d)Ni, = 21.6 MeV. Here we have included 
spin-orbit potentials, but confine our attention to the j = £, n0.
(see 3.5). The coupling potential aV(R) has been chosen as AV^(R) for
the values « 2.5, 5, 10 MeV. We see that the cross-over points are
nearly independent of £, suggesting that (16), derived above, may be 
approximately true for the unsymetric equations. A general comparison 
of figures 9 and 10 suggest that changing has much the same effect as 
changing the amplitude of the coupling.
We have tried to check whether the variation in shape of the AV^(R) 
with e^(see figure 7) is important or not. We are particularly concerned 
with the effect on the differential cross-section, as this can be rather 
sensitive to small changes in the n .. In figure 11,(A), we show the 
scattering predicted by the coupled equations with AV(R) corresponding to 
AV^(R), « 2.5, 10 MeV, but in this case the amplitude of each AV^(R)
has been adjusted to be roughly the same as AV^(R), * 5 MeV. In (B)
we compare the scattering predicted by AV^(R), = 5 MeV, which lies
precisely between the curves shown in (A), and that predicted by Vqq 
alone. Thus (A) shows the variation in the scattering due to varying
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Fig. 11 Elastic scattering generated by the coupled equations
comparing (A) '6^  = 2.5 MeV, AV(r X = Q.6& x  AVk(R) 
with. 6k » 10 MeV, Av(R) = 1.76 x A V k(R), and
■(B) 6k - jjji Mef, AV(R) = A T k (E) with V .
the functional form of AV(R) over a range compatible with AV(R) being an 
average over the AV^CR) (see section 4.4), (B) shows that this variation
is small compared to the effect of the coupling as a whole.
Our conclusion from this is that the two parameter approximation to 
AV(R) (amplitude factor x function of R whose shape is controlled by e^) 
does not do much better than the one parameter approximation with 
alone. Further the above remarks suggest that in the one parameter 
approximation, operates mainly as a factor controlling the amplitude 
of the coupling# Together with the remarks made in section 4.4, we 
conclude that, within the framework of the adiabatic approximation, a 
satisfactory approximation to AV(R) is one "typical” AV,(R) • Our main
tv
concern now is, therefore, with the adiabatic approximation. In this 
connection we point out that it is reasonable to interpret the corres­
ponding as a typical break-up energy which should therefore be consis­
tent with the adiabatic approximation.
5*3 Comparison with Experiment
In this section we consider the scattering generated by the coupled 
equations, (4*59)^ with AV(R) corresponding to various AVk (R). Since
there is a systematic change in AVk (R) with (see figure 7), we expect
a systematic change in the scattering with e^. Thus by examining the 
scattering for various values of e^, we may hope to be able to choose a 
more or less definite value which gives the best description of the 
experimental data. Having found such a value we require that it satisfy 
«  Eo» Clearly we also want to show that this procedure leads to a 
better description of the elastic scattering than Vqo alone. The con­
clusions we can draw concerning the validity of the adiabatic approxima­
tion will depend on how successful we are in this.
Figure 12 compares Ni(d,d)Ni, = 21*6 MeV angular distributions 
generated by the coupled equations for ■ 2,5, 5, 10 MeV with the data 
(PH), At first sight the results are not very encouraging. However, 
if we consider the same comparison when the Pauli correction has been 
made to Vqo (see section 3.5) the situation looks much more promising as 
shown in figure 13. The following effects of the coupling, becoming 
progressively more pronounced with decreasing e^, can be seen in figure 
13, The forward angle minima are filled in, the middle angle maxima 
are depressed, and the back angle oscillations become more pronounced.
If we consider selectively the first and third of these effects, we 
would select ■* 5 MeV as giving the best qualitative description of 
the data. The second effect, however, makes the agreement with experi­
ment worse. Here reference should be made to figures 4 and 5 which
show the same comparison for V alone without and with the Pauli correc-
oo
tion. It is seen that the latter gives roughly the right height for 
the middle angle maxima. To some extent, the same features of the 
coupling can be seen in figure 12, but here the middle angle region is 
even worse. It is interesting what a large effect the Pauli correction 
has.
We now look at the corresponding n .. Figure 10 shows those 
corresponding to figure 12, and in figure 14 we show those corresponding 
to figure 13. Here we can see the systematic effects of the coupling 
very clearly, and, in contrast to what happens in the differential 
cross-section, we can distinguish them from changes produced by the 
Pauli correction. The two corrections affect predominantly different 
partial waves. Referring to figure 14, we see the following effects 
of the coupling becoming more pronounced with decreasing absorption
is shifted from I  -  7-10 to SL = 10-14; the bump in Im n0. is depressed; 
there are significant changes in Im n0. for SL » 5,6, and slight changes
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Fig* 12 Elastic scattering generated by, the coupled equations, 
without Pauli correction, for’8 ,^‘= 2*5, 5> 10 MeV 
compared with the data (PH).
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with the data (PH).
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coupled, equations'with Pauli correction.
in the lower £, n0.* In figure 15 we pick out the e, = 5 MeV curve and 
*0 K
compare it with the generated by the phenomenological potential (Vpg)• 
It is apparent that if we were aiming to fit the phenomenological we
would have no difficulty in selecting a coupling with » 5 MeV, Here
reference should be made to figure 6, which shows the same comparison 
without coupling.
On figure 15 we show the reaction cross-sections calculated for 
Ni(d,d)Ni, =21,6 MeV by using (1) Vp^, (2) Vqo, (3) with Pauli 
correction, and (4) the coupled equations with = 5 MeV and Pauli 
correction. The Main result seems to be that the coupling transfers 
absorption rather than increases it.
If we could justifiably compare directly with the phenomenological 
n ., as if they were experimental data, we would be very encouraged by
j&J
our results. With or without the Pauli correction, which affects mainly 
the low Z n ., this procedure leads to a choice of e, ~ 5 MeV for which
K
the n . show a marked similarity to those generated phenomenologically.
It is not clear, however, to what extent different phase'-shifts can be 
found which give the same quality of fit to the elastic scattering.
Results on a-particle scattering show that for a wide range of phenomen­
ological potentials which fit the data, the phase-shifts are very
/on
similar , but in this case the low Z n are negligible. The same
X/
seems to be true of deuteron phenomenological potentials which fit the 
(25)
data - at least for the surface Z ri^ j* There is thus a suggestion
that the surface Z n„.» which are the ones mainly affected by the coup-
ling, may be roughly determined by the elastic scattering. In the next 
section we discuss the relation between the changes in the n . and those 
found in the angular distributions. This is followed by some arguments
relating the changes in the n0. to the physical processes included in our
model. Both discussions lend significance to the fact that our can
u . ^ r i\ i v u ,u ;i\ i t : . =  z.i.o m s i v
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PH
coupled equations (6^=5 MeV) with Pauli correction.
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be made to converge on those generated phenomenologically. It also 
appears that we may be justified in putting more weight on the changes in 
the angular distribution at forward and back angles, which are the regions 
where the coupling produces a pronounced improvement, than at middle 
angles. So we may tentatively claim that comparison with experiment 
leads to a choice * 5 MeV. Subsequently we shall concentrate on 
the quantities generated by using this value. Looking again at figure 
13, we see that the predicted scattering does give a reasonable descrip­
tion of the data. We also note that a typical break-up energy of 5 MeV 
is consistent with the adiabatic approximation.
5.3 Relation of the Differential Cross-section to the Reflection 
Coefficients
Strong absorption describes the situation in which there is very 
little reflection of partial waves with angular momentum less than a 
certain &
i
Ij, | «  1 , * < n , (18)
Jt. is usually taken to be the value of I  where ri . = 0.5 - not necessarily
2
integer. It is assumed that the transition region over xrhich |n0.|
^3
goes from 0 to 1 is small compared to Jlj, the limit of this being Blair’s
(863
sharp cut-off model • Under these conditions the scattering resembles 
diffraction by a balck obstacle. Such situations occur frequently in 
medium and high energy nuclear reactions and special methods have been
/ O TP C O \ /
developed to describe them * . Clearly from the figures of n0.
already shown, the processes we are considering correspond roughly to 
strong absorption.
We try to get a qualitative understanding of our results by consid­
ering a formalism which parametrizes the n0. in angular momentum space
Re n£ * gOO + e(l “ gU))
Im n„ * V‘i 4f + V2 ' ^
£ 1 " d£2
where
(£, - £)/A .
g(£) - (1 + e i (20)
and A, p^ and P2 are real parameters* Here we ignore spin-orbit
effects. If we neglect the Coulomb potential for the moment, an appro-
(53)ximate expression for the differential cross-section, as given by Frahn , 
can be derived from (19) and (20)
0(0) a £
K2
sin0
F(&6)2{["(1 - e)2 + (n2e2)2
-rJi(Ae)
+ pfJo(A8)2 + 2P1P2 0 Jo(Ae)Jx(Ae)} (21)
where we have defined
A * + J (22)
and
F(A6> " -& K ( w  <23>
which is the Fourier transform of In (21) the (1 - e) term comes
from shaddow scattering and the p termsfrom refractive scattering. The 
former dominates at forward angles and the latter dominate at back 
angles, because of the factor. We can see that A controls the
spacing of the diffraction oscillations, A controls the fall-off of the 
cross-section through the form factor F(a 6), and p^, p^ control the 
amplitude of the large angle oscillations. Although we have ignored
The Coulomb potential for simplicity, it will in fact be important for 
the range of Coulomb parameters in which we are interested, e.g. for 
Ni, E^ * 21.6 MeV, n * 1.342. Its general affect is to fill up the 
minima in the diffraction region, the amount of damping being related to 
the factor
-2irA9
e C where 0c «* tan (n/A) (24)
Thus, besides the effect mentioned above, A controls significantly the 
depth of the forward angle minima.
We can define two quantities which take on physical significance in 
the semi-classical limit. The strong absorption radius, Rj, is related 
to A by
A « KR,(1 - 2n/KR,)  ^ (25)
2 2
and a diffuseness parameter* d, to A by
a = Kd(i - ^ - ) / d  - i r > s (26)
i  I
In the limit when there is a one-to-one correspondence between Z and 
impact parameter (b), Rj and d can be interpreted as the halfway radius 
and diffuseness of an orthodox, local potential. (25) and (26) reduce 
to the usual expressions when n « 0.
Equation (21) is undoubtedly too simplified to give a detailed des­
cription of our results, but it suggests the following interpretation:-
(a) Comparing the generated by Vqo with those generated by 
Vpjj, figure 6, we see that the former is roughly a = 0 
shape whereas the latter is roughly a \ i l = 0 shape. Thus
the V cross-section will be dominated by J2 oscillations
oo J o
at large angles (damped to some extent by J2 oscillations), 
whereas the V-. curve will have more pronounced J2 osci-
i r n  1
llations in this region. We do see this in the actual 
cross-sections, figure 4: at large angles the Vqo curve
has smaller amplitude oscillations which are out of phase 
with those of Vp^, Since V gives a larger value of A 
than V_u ,*x^ e expect to find more closely spaced diffrac-
rcl
tion oscillations in the cross-section. This difference 
could also cause a redistribution in the height of the
maxima due to interference of the J2 and the J2 terms -
o 1
particularly in the region where the two terms are of the 
same order of magnitude (around 60°), Vqo also gives a 
smaller value of A which we expect to result in a sloiter 
fall-off of the cross-section and deeper minima at for­
ward angles* The expectations are fulfilled to some 
extent, but we have only made a vague statement concern­
ing the relative height of the maxima.
On including the Pauli correction, figure 6, we get a 
change in the low A , about which the parametrization 
(19) says nothing, and very slight change in A. The 
latter may be related to the slight stretching of the dif­
fraction pattern and the change in the relative height of 
the maxima found in the cross-section, figure 5,
On including break-up contributions to V with the Pauli
oo
correction, by solving the coupled equations with
« 5 MeV, we see from figure 15 that the coupling pro­
duces a decrease in A and yi^ and an increase in A, The 
last change is expected to fill in the forward angle min-
ima, as is seen to happen (figure 13). The changes in A 
and y^ combine to convert the from a y^ « 0 shape to 
nearly a jij = 0 shape. As discussed in (a) this results 
in pronounced oscillations at back angles in phase with 
those generated by VOT
irtl.
Before continuing we comment on the creditability of these arguments. 
(5 3 )
According to Frahn , (21) is valid for all except extreme back angles,
but it should be remembered that our n0» are only roughly of the form
3^
(19),(20), and, without precise values for these parameters, we cannot
expect to say much about the middle angle cross-section. We do have,
however, a fairly consistent explanation of the effect of the coupling at
forward and back angles, as described in (c)* following from the general
form of (21)» The inclusion of Coulomb effects is not expected to change
this situation greatly. We have tried applying a simplified parametri-
zation ((19) and (20) with y2 = 0) exactly by direct substitution in the
full partial wave expansion, and were unable to reproduce the main fea-
(25)
tures of the data except at forward angles. Frahn and Jansen have 
carried out a much more complete analysis with this simplified paramet- 
rization, and found that they could fit deuteron elastic scattering data 
either at forward or at back angles, but not both. A characteristic of 
deuteron scattering seemed to be a slightly negative value of y , This 
suggests that the more complete parametrization, (19)(20), might be able 
to give a good description of the d a t a ^ ^  • Other analyses of this type, 
carried out by Tjin A D j i e ^ ^  and Niftrik^^, using the similar McIntyre 
parametrization corroborate our results. They could not fit the 
Ni(d,d)Wi, = 21.6 MeV data beyond about 60° and found similar results 
for other data. It would seem, therefore, that our account of the for­
ward angle cross-section is probably reliable, but that the behaviour at 
back angles is only suggested by the general form of (21).
(91)
We were concerned to find out in more detail which q^. were respon­
sible for the suppression of the middle angle maxima. To do this we 
generated the angular distribution with q . given by the coupled equa- 
tions (dotted curve in figure 15), but with selected q . altered to their
phenomenological value (solid curve in figure 15)• This procedure could
give misleading results, because the set of q . generated by a given 
potential are related in a complicated way, but as the two sets we are 
considering are rather similar, we hope it does not in this case. In 
figure 16 the solid curves have no q^. altered (they are the same as
figure 13 *= 5 MeV), and the dotted curves show the effect of changing
the indicated q0. (all three j values) to their phenomenological values.
(A) shows that the differences between the two sets of q . for small 
£ are relatively unimportant in determining the cross-section. This is 
important, because these q ^  are sensitive to the interior of the nucleus 
where we do not expect the coupling effects, as described in our theory, 
to be well determined (section 4.4) i For & < 5 the q . generated by
j
V q q with the Pauli correction .are very similar to those generated by 
VpH (figure 6), and the coupling produces deviations from this form 
(figure 15)• Since there is a slight improvement at back angles with 
the phenomenological q . (figure 16(A)), these deviations probably arise 
from inaccuracies in nar treatment of the coupling. However, as stated
the changes shown in (A) are not very important.
(B) shows that the cross-section is not sensitive to this change in
the large Jt, q .. This is a test of the theory as it should give an
adequate description of these q0., since they are determined by tails of 
the potentials. It also shows, together with (A), that the important 
differences between the two sets of q0. (figure 15) are those in the 
middle & region, where the coupling produces its largest effect.
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(C) shows the effect of changing Re ti . for most of the remaining
•J
values (Re for £ ~ 6,12 are roughly the same for the two sets). It 
is clear that the height of the maximum at 70°, the feature which espec­
ially interests us, is not sensitive to this change. On the other hand 
(D) shows that it is very sensitive to changes in Im n0* for £ = 7,8,
In fact this last change produces rather a large effect which, on compar­
ing with the data (figure 13), we see gives very nearly the correct 
height for the three middle angle maxima. It is interesting that for 
these particular £-values the Im produced by with the Pauli 
correction are very little changed by the introduction of coupling 
especially £ « 6), whereas on either side of this point the coupling has 
a large effect. This suggests that we might be able to produce the 
effect shown in (D) by a fairly slight modification of the coupling 
potential (such as a change in radius), but we have not investigated this 
in detail. It remains that the cross-section is very sensitive to a 
region of n0. where the coupling is expected to have a large effect, and 
it is therefore possible that minor inaccuracies in our treatment can 
cause large effects in the cross-section, A similar phenomenon to 
that seen in (D) was found by Tjie A D j i e ^ ^ :  although he could not fit
the scattering with the McIntyre parametrization, if in addition he added 
a contribution to arg rj for one particular partial wave, he was able to 
reproduce the data in the middle angle region. This was so for Ni at 
several energies, the adjusted partial wave being different for each 
energy.
On the basis of this section we may claim more confidently that the
coupling produces an improvement in the fit to experiment. We have
indicated how the changes in the n0* are related to changes in the for-
£j
ward and back angle cross-section. We have also shown more or less which 
. are responsible for the defficiencies of the cross-section in the 
middle angles. This evidence suggests that if we are to fit the elastic
scattering with our model, the q . will converge on those generated phen-
3^
omenologically. This evidence, therefore, favours the choice » 5 MeV. 
To put the argument another way, we have given reasons why it is reason­
able to select the value of on the basis of improvements in the fit to 
the data at forward and back angles, which leads to a value of « 5 MeV, 
This value leads to n^j which are very similar to those generaged by Vpp.
If we modify Im n„. for only two ^-values so as to agree with those gen-
*■3
erated by we get a very presentable fit to experiment# This sug-
gests that any slight modification of the n . generated by the coupled
3^
equations produced by a more complete theory would make them more similar 
to those generated by
5.5 Adiabatic Approximation and Break-up Radius
The relation between the potential and the q . is complicated, but
*0
(92)
Austem has shown that m  the case of strong absorption the WKB method 
is a good approximation# Below we shall assume a semi*-classical relation 
of the form (25) between R and £. This may be approximately valid for 
large £.
We see from figure 14 that the general effect of the coupling is to 
shift absorption from the elastic channel to a larger radius. Here we
have noted that the absorption is proportional to 1 - | q |2 and that | q |
Xf Xj
follows closely Re q . This flux must be going into and coming out of
X
the break-up states that we include in our model - states of low relative 
energy, e^. Although the break-up experiments, quoted in section 1.1, 
are evidence that these are the important processes, they may not be 
representative of all break-up processes. These include break-up into 
stripping channels and nuclear excitations, whereas the experiments only 
sample those events which lead to a coincident neutron and proton. The
experiments show that these events take place predominantly without exci­
tation of the target nucleus, into states of low and at a radius of 
order (2,2-3.0) x A ^ ^ ^ .  It could be that the stripping type of direct 
reactions occur at a smaller radius. If this was so, we might expect 
that the involved in measured break-up would not be representative of 
the involved in stripping processes - the latter might involve high e^.
This would mean that our basic approximation was unfounded. For this
reason, we emphasise that the adiabatic approximation is only suggested by 
experiment, and is therefore a hypothesis. What can we say from our 
results as to whether this hypothesis is confirmed?
Our results up till now suggest that we are including in a satisfactory 
way all the low break-up processes. That we find systematic improve­
ments in the agreement with experiment indicates that these are a signi­
ficant part of the 3-body processes. Further, we can make an estimate 
of the radius at which the coupling introduces absorption into the break­
up channels. From figure 14 this take place at £ * 10-13, and thus by 
(25) roughly corresponds to
R » 7.5-9.5 fm
For Ni the predicted measured break-up radius comes out as
R * 8.5-11.5 fm
Thus the low processes are taking place at roughly the same radius as 
the measured break-up processes. Since we know that the latter occur 
with low e^, it is important for consistency that there should be some 
overlap in R.
The additional approximations made in deriving the coupled equations 
are thus consistent with the adiabatic approximation. A good fit to the 
elastic scattering data within this framework would therefore naturally
indicate that the adiabatic approximation were valid. Figure 13 shows 
the quality of fit actually found, and the remarks of the last section 
suggest that the deficiencies in the middle angles could be removed by a 
slightly more complete treatment within the framework of the adiabatic 
approximation. Our results, therefore, suggest that the adiabatic 
approximation is valid. It should be remembered, however, that in order
to achieve this we have had to include the Pauli correction to Re V (R) •
oo
A subsidiary conclusion to our 3-body results is therefore that many-body 
effects are important in describing the elastic scattering.
We find support for these claims in the results found by Rawitscher's 
method (see section 4.5). Comparing the reflection coefficients gener­
ated by (4.60) with those generated by Ujj(R) alone, it appears that the 
major effect of coupling to the stripping channels is for £-values corres­
ponding to the surface region, much as was found for the coupling in our 
equations. If we assume that an important part of the stripping contri­
bution is included explicitly in (4.60), rather than implicitly in Up(R), 
the similarity of this result to our own corroborates our conclusion that 
the dominant 3-body processes occur with low e^. That the potential 
Ujj(R) differs considerably from Vq o (R) indicates that many-body effects 
are important, as is also suggested by our calculation.
Stripping calculations starting from expression (4.47) have been
(93)carried out by Johnson and Harvey . First results show an improvement 
over the orthodox DWBA calculation in the agreement with experiment. In 
particular the 3-body model calculation predicts a faster fall-off in the 
cross-section with angle - a feature shown by the data. Apart from the 
many-body approximations outlined in 4.3, this calculation is a direct 
test of the adiabatic approximation.
This concludes our justification of the model. We now look at some 
more results of applying the theory.
(17)
5.6 Partial Wave Amplitudes
We compare a selection of partial waves generated by the coupled 
equation (with - 5 MeV), Vqo and V ^ *  We confine our attention to 
calculations including the Pauli correction, and consider only the j = Z 
partial waves. For convenience we define the following notation (see 
also section 5.1):-
ZZ
y Q ... partial wave generated by Vqo with Pauli correction
zz
yPH *** Part:*-al wave generated by VpH*
In figure 17 we compare |y^| with ly-j^ l for Z -  0,3,7. This 
figure shows the effect produced by the coupling on the elastic channel.
In comparing these curves we shall refer to R 2 0-4 fm as the interior of 
the nucleus, R » 4-8 fm as the nuclear surface, and beyond this as out­
side the nucleus. Here we are referring roughly to the dimensions of 
Vqq(R) as shown in figure 8. Broadly, we may account for the oscilla­
tions in the nuclear interior as being due to interference of the ingoing
wave with the outgoing transmitted xirave, and for those outside the nucleus
(94 1)as being due to interference with the outgoing reflected wave 9 • We
are mainly interested in the region inside the range of the nuclear
potentials, since asymtotically the functions are determined by the n0.,
Z3
which have already been examined. Thus vre know that the coupling pro­
duces changes in the surface Z 9 n and this results in the differences
3^
at large R seen in the Z » 7 partial waves. The coupling produces a
slight damping of the oscillations in the nuclear interior, indicating
ZZ
that y^ is of an ingoing wave character in this region as compared to
ZZ
the almost pure standing wave form of yQ • The important result, con­
trary to a fairly widely held belief, is, however, that the coupling to 
break-up does not produce a large suppression of the elastic wave function 
in the nuclear interior. The coupling has a significant effect in the 
nuclear surface region.
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Fig. 17 Comparison of elastic channel partial wave amplitudes
generated by Yqq and by the coupled equations (6^=5 MeV).
Both calculations with Pauli correction.
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In figure 18 we compare jyi j with lypgl for A *= 0,3,7. We know
that this form of the coupled equations gives a reasonable fit to the
elastic scattering - hence the agreement between the functions for large 
R. Within the range of the nuclear potentials, where there is no rea­
son for such close agreement, the functions are remarkably similar.
This is evidence for the physical reality of the phenomenologically gen­
erated deuteron wavefunction inside the nucleus, and suggests that the 
Ai
use of y J for stripping calculations would not lead to very different
results from the usual DWBA treatment. But, as described in section
A t A i
4.3, our model predicts the functions y^ + y2J for this purpose.
i AA AAi i AAi
Figure 19 compares |y1 + y^ | with |ypg| for A = 0,3,7. Since the
former is not supposed to describe elastic scattering, the differences in
the asymtotic region are significant and may contribute differently to
i AA AAithe stripping matrix element. For small R, |y1 + y^ j has a slightly
i AA i
larger amplitude than |ypH U  ^ut t*ie major difference appears to be in
the nuclear surface. The latter may be explained by recalling that
j T • •
y^ + y_^  describes an n-p pair of much smaller spatial extent than the
deuteron, which can consequently approach closer to the nucleus without
interacting with it. Perhaps a clearer way of seeing this is to remem- 
-(+)
ber that ip (R) is generated by the potential V(R) (see Chapter 4),
which has a much smaller diffuseness than V_„(R).
PH
We return to the question of whether the elastic deuteron wave
function should be strongly suppressed in the nuclear interior.
(17 95)
Rawitscher's calculation s (also see section 4,5) generated wave 
functions, which in contrast to ours, are very small in this region.
This result, however, is based on the explicit hypothesis that there 
should be a very small probability of finding the deuteron inside the 
nucleus, and is ensured by assuming a large volume absorption for UD (R).
To justify this comparison is made with wave functions generated phenomen-
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Pig. 18 Comparison of elastic channel partial wave amplitudes
generated by and by the coupled equations (8^=5 MeV)
With Pauli correction.'
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Fig, 19 Comparison of partial wave amplitudes generated by Vp^ 
with elastic channel plus break-up component partial 
wave amplitudes generated by the coupled equations (§^=5 MeV) 
with Pauli correction.
ologically for a-particle scattering which show a very small probability 
of finding the projectile in the nuclear i n t e r i o r . Counter evidence 
comes from theoretical calculations by Redondo et al^9^  and Thouless^*^. 
Both these calculations show that an n-p bound state can exist inside 
nuclear matter. If there is a suppression of the wave function neither 
ours nor Rawitscher’s results suggest that this suppression comes from 
3-body effects.
The suppression hypothesis can also be tested against experiments
which are sensitive to this region of the wavefunction. In some cases
the correct fall-off with angle of the stripping cross-section has been
predicted by introducing an interior cut-off into the stripping matrix 
(97)
element , and similar results have been found when a large non-local
Perey e f f e c t i s  used to suppress the deuteron and proton distorted 
(98)
waves . However * as mentioned in the last section, calculations
-(+)based on ip (R) (see section 4.3) have also reproduced this feature of
(93) /the data , As indicated above (figure 19), there are several dif­
ferences between 5 ^ ( R )  and ^p^OjO which could be causing this effect, 
but it is clear that a near zero probability of finding the deuteron in 
the nuclear interior is not necessary to give the correct fall-off with 
angle. Our results suggest that the most important difference between 
these functions is in the nuclear surface.
5.7 Calculations at Various Deuteron Energies
We consider some deuteron elastic scattering data on Fe at 
Ed = 11.8(32\  14.5 ("^, 25.9(100), and 34.4(101) MeV. Figure 20 shows 
the scattering predicted by Vqo compared with this data. It appears 
that Vqq gives a progressively better description of the data as the 
incident deuteron energy is raised. In particular, the depth of the
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Pig. 20 Comparison of the elastic scattering generated by V
with the data for various deuteron incident energies?
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forward angle minima, a feature to which we have already paid considerable 
attention, is about right at 34.4 MeV and become progressively too deep as 
the energy is lowered. (We note that corresponding regions of the 
angular distribution at the different energies correspond roughly to the 
same range of K9 rather than 6.) It is also noticeable that the predic­
ted large angle oscillations have about the right amplitude at 34.4 MeV 
and, in contrast to the data, become less structured as the energy is 
lowered. At 25.9 MeV we have indicated the experimental points, because 
these show rather more pronounced structure than the curve generated by 
Vpg. From our experience with Ni, we expect the coupling to produce 
improvements on Vqq, at the lower energies, in these two respectos.
There is a region in the middle of the angular distribution where 
VQQ gives a poor account of the data at all energies• In the data we 
can trace the disappearance of a minimum (see section 1*1): 55° at
34.4 MeV, 60° at 25 i9 MeV, 75° at 14.5 MeV, and vanished at 11.8 MeV.
Vqq reproduces this feature, but for the wrong minimum: 65°, 85°, 105°
and vanished at 11.8 MeV, A similar result has been found by Rawitscher^^ 
in that he reproduces this feature of the data with his coupled equations, 
(4.60), but at too large an angle. As discussed by Wiloore and 
Hodgson and by Tjin A Dji e ^ ^ ,  and as shown by the figure, the
conventional type of deuteron optical potential reproduces this behaviour 
correctly. Our experience with Ni suggests that the Pauli correction 
may improve on Vqq in this region of the angular distribution.
Figure 21 shows the result of making the Pauli correction to V^q 
(section 3.5). There is a considerable improvement in the middle angle 
region. The vanishing minimum is now predicted at roughly the correct 
angle, the oscillations are more nearly in phase with the data, and the 
relative height of the middle angle maxima is nearer that found in the
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data* The general effect is as found for Ni, but at the lower energies 
the affected middle angle region extends to a much larger angle*
Figure 22 shows the result of introducing the coupling to break-up 
with et * 5 MeV* At each energy the coupling fills in the forwardJt£
angle minima, giving agreement with experiment. At 25,9 MeV the coup­
ling produces large angle oscillations in phase with the data and of 
about the right amplitude. At the lower energies the coupling produces 
more striking improvements, although it is still true that generally the 
agreement with experiment becomes worse with decreasing energy*
On the basis of these figures, it appears that both the Pauli 
correction and the coupling produce improvements in the description of 
the data* There is a suggestion that the coupling becomes more 
important with decreasing energy. It is possible that different values 
of could be chosen for the different deuteron energies, but trials 
in this direction have not shown that this is so. Overall, it is 
satisfying that the methods arrived at for Ni(d,d)Ni, = 21.6 MeV, 
when applied without modification to Fe(d,d)Fe at several energies, 
give such a satisfactory description of the data*
PH
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CHAPTER 6
Summary and Conclusions
This work has concerned the description of deuteron-nucleus elastic 
scattering in terms of a 3-body model. The first stage involved an esti­
mate of an exclusion principle effect in the absence of either break-up or 
target excitation. Although this "Pauli1* correction was derived in a 
many-body formalism, analogous results arise in the 3-body model. In the 
second stage, deuteron distortion and break-up was included in an adia­
batic-type approximation. This procedure led to a pair of coupled equa­
tions, in which the coupling accounts for the effect of an "average" 
break-up channel on the elastic channel. The elastic scattering, and 
related quantities, calculated in this way were compared with those gener­
ated by a phenomenological deuteron optical potential and by the folded 
potential, (VQO)* The latter included neither of the corrections men­
tioned above.
(35)Perey and Satchlet have shown that in order to fit the elastic
scattering data with an orthodox, local deuteron optical potential having
the same real form factor as Vq q (R), a 10-20% adjustment in the depth of
Re V is necessary. Our results have corroborated their claim in the 
oo
sense that, throughout our work, calculations which have included a 10% 
reduction in the depth of Re Vqq have shown a marked improvement in the 
agreement with experiment, A reasonable explanation of this phenomeno­
logical effect was provided by a nuclear matter estimate of the Pauli
correction, which resulted in a reduction in depth of Re V , at the centre
oo*
of the nucleus, of this order. In our subsequent treatment of break-up 
corrections we were not able to reproduce these improvements in the angu­
lar distribution without the Pauli correction. It was also found that 
the break-up corrections affected mainly the surface partial waves, whereas
the Pauli correction affected mainly the low I  partial waves, suggesting 
that the two corrections have different physical origins. If, therefore, 
a different explanation of the phenomenological reduction in depth is to 
be found, we suggest that it should come from a many-body correction to 
the 3-body Hamiltonian adopted by us. Although an estimate based on less 
drastic approximations would be preferable, we consider that our estimate 
of the Pauli correction affords a plausible explanation of the phenomen­
ological result.
The inclusion of break-up corrections, within the framework of the 3- 
body model and the adiabatic approximation (with its dependent approxi­
mations), was found to produce improvements in the description of the 
elastic scattering for a range of nuclei and energies. The break-up con­
tribution affected mainly the surface Si reflection coefficients, and from 
the changes in these quantities was seen to cause a shift in the absorp­
tion from the elastic channel to a larger radius. An estimate of the 
radius at which break-up was taking place corresponded roughly to the
/ o / \
break-up radius estimated from measured break-up experiments • The 
reflection coefficients generated by the model were remarkably similar to 
those generated phenomenologically* This is an interesting result in
itself, since there is no reasdn why a different set of phase-shifts 
could not be found which give the same quality of fit to the elastic 
scattering; In fact, it was found that by adjusting the predicted Im ri., 
for only two £-values to the corresponding phenomenological values a very 
reasonable fit to the elastic scattering angular distribution resulted.
It was also found that the elastic channel partial waves, inside the range 
of the nuclear potentials, were remarkably similar to those generated 
phenomenologically. Since the former are based on the relatively 
unambiguous nucleon optical potentials, this is important evidence for 
the physical reality of the latter inside the nucleus. These results
and conclusions depend on the validity of the approximations underlying 
the model.
The major difficulty, within the framework of the adiabatic approxi­
mation, was the approximation of the coupling potential, AV(R). We 
showed that the errors involved in specifying this by one parameter, a 
typical break-up energy, were small compared to the break-up contribution 
as a whole. Comparison with experiment led to a choice of the typical 
break-up energy ( * 5 MeV) which was consistent with the adiabatic 
approximation* It also appeared that the form of the short range function, 
D(r) (section 4*1), was not critical in determining the elastic scatter­
ing, These results lead us to the conclusion that our treatment, follow­
ing the adiabatic approximation, is satisfactory, and thus that the 
results of the calculation summarized above bear on the adiabatic approxi­
mation and the 3-body model itself.
The main evidence for the validity of the 3-body model and the 
adiabatic approximation is that together the Pauli and break-up correc­
tions give a reasonable account of the elastic scattering data. The 
effect of the coupling to break-up on the reflection coefficients had a 
reasonable interpretation: the incident deuterons could be broken up at
a larger radius and hence there was a shift of absorption, That this 
process is implicit in the phenomenological potential was shown by the 
fact that it produced reflection coefficients very similar to those pre­
dicted by the nodel. The behaviour of the angular distribution, however, 
was complicated, but it emerged that a reasonable interpretation could be 
found in terms of the strong absorption model. Of special importance was 
the result that a slight adjustment of the predicted Im n«. for only two 
SL values yielded a good fit to the data. Although this could indicate 
that there was strong coupling of these partial waves to an inelastic 
process not included in the model, we think, since the adjustment was’
slight, that the effect could be accounted for by the approximations made 
within the framework of the 3-body model. To sum up, the evidence sug­
gests that the 3-body model is capable of describing deuteron elastic 
scattering and that the adiabatic treatment investigated here is a good 
approximation. We are faced, however, with the possibility that an 
alternative treatment might also describe the elastic scattering and yet 
result in different wave functions.
One such possibility has been proposed by Rawitscher^^ • It is
assumed that there is a very small possibility of finding deuterons in
the nuclear interior, and to ensure this Up(R) (analogous to Vq o (R)) is
taken to have a very large volume absorption. His calculation shows that
such a procedure can describe the elastic scattering, but it emerges that
the explicit coupling to stripping gives rise to much the same effect as
our coupling to break-up, and thus affords independent evidence for the
validity of the adiabatic approximation. Neither calculation indicates
that the hypothetical suppression of the elastic wave function in the
nuclear interior is due to a 3-body effect. To substantiate this claim,
from our point of view, we would like to have a direct estimate of the
error involved in the adiabatic approximation. This might be achieved
(13)by the methods of Baz (see beginning of Chapter 4) or Sugar and 
Blankenbecler^*^ who derive methods for calculating upper and lower 
bounds on the elastic scattering phase-shift in the 3-body system. Such 
a procedure, however, would necessitate careful treatment of the pertur­
bation theory aspects of the 3-body problem^^^. In the absence of 
this, or a more complete calculation involving many-body corrections to 
the model, we may look to the results of applying the theory to inelastic 
calculations.
Stripping calculations within the framework of the model (section
(93)4,3) have been carried out by Johnson and Harvey . They found signif­
icant improvements over the usual DWBA treatment* The model predicts
roughly the correct fall-off of the cross-section with angle - this has 
also been found by introducing large "Perey effects” to suppress the 
proton and deuteron distorted waves in the usual DWBA t r e a t m e n t •
RawitscherTs calculation also reproduces this feature of the data, and
(9 5 )
recently he and Mukherjee have given arguments to show that this 
results from the suppression of the interior part of the deuteron wave 
function. In spite of this, since the effect in our model results from 
differences between the phenomenological wave function and the elastic 
plus break-up wave function, it appears that the surface rather than the 
interior is responsible for this effect. However, the complicated pro­
cedure of identifying which features of the latter function are causing
(93)the change is still being investigated , The fact remains that the 
elastic plus break-up wavefunction does not have a particularly small 
amplitude in the nuclear interior.
To sum up, there is evidence from elastic scattering, presented in
(93)this work, and evidence from stripping calculations to show that our 
approximate 3-body treatment describes the deuteron-nucleus scattering 
system reasonably well. We conclude from this that the corrections to 
the 3-body Hamiltonian discussed in Chapter 2 are not very important in 
this energy region, and also that the adiabatic assumption is fairly well 
satisfied. Some evidence bears directly on the adiabatic approximation: 
the results of the calculation show an internal consistency with this 
assumption, and also, since the break-up corrections produce important 
modifications in the elastic scattering, the fact that they lead to an 
improvement in the description of the experimental results suggests that 
our treatment of the 3-body processes is approximately correct.
Rawitscherfs suppression of the elastic wave function is an assumption,
which presumably relies on there being important many-body corrections to
the 3-body model. Although this results in a feasible description of
the elastic scattering, it is considerably less economical in parameters
than our theory. An important result of our calculation is that the
elastic deuteron wave function is very similar to the function generated
(23)by Perey and Perey's , set b, deuteron optical potential. This indi­
cates that this particular potential should be chosen from the various 
phenomenologically possible potentials, and also goes some way in justi­
fying DWBA calculations, which in general rely on the validity of the 
phenomenological deuteron wave function in the nuclear interior. It 
may be, however, that, as for stripping, the more appropriate function is 
the elastic channel plus break-up wave function, and this does differ 
from those above, particularly in the surface and asymtotic regions.
In consequence, we expect to find interesting new results when the 
theory is applied to inelastic scattering processes. Also of interest 
would be a more detailed investigation of the energy dependence of the 
model.
Appendix 1
In the approximation of quasi-elastic scattering in intermediate 
states we may write
a  + ~ ' V v , (1)
e E - e. - Tn + ie
in equations (2.37) and (2.38). Consistent with this approximation^^, 
we may ignore Q in definition (2.32)9 and then write
K K*
<£££ilt<n>i>|£!k,K,> «<f-k+f +k’>
K K J
x 5(= + k + p. » =  - k f - £pt(E) (2)
for the t-matrix elements appearing in (2.37) and (2.38). Here K, k, p.
—  l.
are the momenta of the n-p centre of mass, the n-p relative motion, and 
the struck target nucleon. We assume that the system is spin-saturated 
(A»l), and that the amplitude, t(E), is some average over these varia­
bles. (2) corresponds roughly to assuming a zero-range, 2-nucleon 
interaction.
(1) and (2), with the antisymetry of the r\ under the exchange of
a
separately target neutrons and target protons, allow us to write the 
quantities in (2.37) and (2.38) as
K - K
<K ItN |k *> « A t(E)2
—o 1 np‘—o
dK dk -o -  *
E - e - Err + ie ^o^~ 2 ^o K
K - K*
- £ )  - SCR, - K)p(K - KJ)} (3)
and
a v  At K ~ KdK dk — o —*
* {Z(Z-D + N(M-l) }t(E)2 - - - -  .^ -..f ..-T t;-6o (k - - g — )
J o K
K - K ’
*0 &  * — ®  - s p l
(«)
where the + ,- correspond to a « n, a = p respectively. In these equa­
tions E is the centre of mass kinetic energy of the deuteron, <J> (k) is 
K.' O —
the momentum space wave function of the deuteron, and
p(K) = f dx e-1— p(x) (5)
p(K,Kf) * dx dx? e e *—  p(x,x*) (6)
are the Fourier transforms of the target nucleon distribution functions 
p(x) *= d§2 ..; d£A |na(x,^2 ••«1A)|2 (7)
p(x,xV) = d£3 ... diA |na(x,xT ,^3 ...IA>|2 (8)
where we have again omitted reference to spin. For simplicity we have 
also assumed that the distribution function (7) is the same for neutrons 
and for protons, and that the pair distribution function (8) is the same 
for two neutrons and for two protons. We have, however, distinguished 
the pair distribution function for one neutron and one proton i Since 
in this case there are no Pauli correlations, we have neglected the 
correlations entirely, and as a result the terms involving this function 
cancel out in (4). This will become clear below.
The distribution functions are related to the pair correlation 
function by
p(x,xf) = p(x)p(x')(l + gO^x*)} (9)
From (4), (5) and (8)
p ( I C  ~  K , K  -  K f )  -  p ( K  -  K ) p ( K  -  K ' )•—o — —  — o —o —  —  —o
-i(K - K). x -i(K - K 1).xT 
dx dx' e ~° e ~° p(x)p(x')g(x,x’)
(10)
and thus the terms in (4) vanish if there are no correlations, i.e. g = 0.
Although the nuclear correlation function is not known, its properties
are expected to be governed mainly by the repulsive core in the nucleon-
nucleon interaction (radius * 0.4 f) and the characteristic Pauli
(2)
correction range (» 0,7 f) . Thus g(x,x*) is expected to be neglig­
ibly small for separations [x - x 1| of order of the separation of the 
neutron and proton in the deuteron.
Appendix 2
We require a complete set of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian,
H = T + V 
np r np (1)
In fact we shall ignore all but the triplet s-states of n-p relative 
motion, and therefore omit reference to spin. In particular we assume 
that the deuteron state has the Hulthdn form
where
♦o(r) - N(e^r - e~*r)/r (2)
N = y 3(y +3)
2tt(y -  3)2
i _ h2Y2
m
2.23 MeV,
Y « 0.2316 f
-1
(3)
and 8 is a constant determined below. The other members of the set are 
scattering states which we specify by outgoing wave boundary conditions
>k+) - -+ ie VJ *
—  k r y •
(+). (4)
where
h2k2
m
and the plane waves are normalized so that
- ■■- f jk> dk <k| * 1 
(2tt) 3 J
(5)
We assume that
V U 5 +)> ~ g(k) V U  > (6)np,Yk 7 np' o v '
where the function g(k) is fixed by the orthogonality condition
Thus from (4) and (6) we find
g(k) = - <♦„!*>/<♦„I I - -- f - + T £(£o - V I V  (8)
k r
(6) is approximately satisfied for any short range potential provided
7
np
that is sufficiently small. For the special case when has the
separable, Yamaguchi form
V = - |y ><y | (9)
np 1 1
it is exactly satisfied with
S(k) = < ¥ | ^ +)>/<Y|<j>o> (10)
In this case the results found below become exact and have previously been
. (63)
derived by Yamaguchi with the form
Y(k) « — ----  (11)
k2 + 82
Inserting (6) in (4), we have
4 +) * lk> + g(k) £g (co - Tr)[V  (12)
On noting that
^ K ' o -  V I V  = ^  <t2 - e2) ^4 " (13)
and defining
-3r
<r|C> = — tr~ (14)
(12) may be written, in configuration space
*<+)(r) = + ^  (y2 - g2)g(k)<r| + i£~U>
—  k r
(15)
The integration in the second term may be carried out to yield
• —3^ ikr
J +)(r) = e1- -  + N(y2 - B2)8(k)<k|C> — -------  1 (16)
.. ikr
lk.r ^ n ee  + f(k) ----r^ x» ' r (17)
where
f(k) ■ - (y2 - 32)g(k)<k|£> (18)
is the scattering amplitude# We may write it in terms of the scattering 
phase-shift, 6(k)
f(k) = ~  sin5 » l/(kcot6 - ik)
K
and hence write (16) as
(19)
.(+) t . ik.r , i6 . «, , ikr -3rN
\  M  ~ e  e s m 6  (e - e )/kr (20)
The s-wave part of this function
{»k+ )« > s = w - sin(kr + 6) -
-3r . re sin o (21)
is the form we have used for the set of n-p scattering states*
The value of 3 is chosen so as to agree with the low energy scatter­
ing data in the n-p system. We do this by evaluating f(k) from (18) and 
comparing with the effective range expansion
kcot6 = - —  + ^ 7 r k2 - P r 3 klf + .* 
a 2 o o
(22)
where "a" is the triplet scattering length, r^ the triplet effective 
range, etc* Experimentally
a *= 5*38 ± 0.03 f , rQ = 1.71 ± 0.03 f (23)
From (8), (18) and (19)
Equating coefficients in (22) and (25)* with the values of a and rQ in 
(23) and of y in (3), we find
3 » 1.4488 f”1 , P r * - 0.024 r (26)
o o
These values have been used in our calculations.
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